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JUST PUBLISHED. A NEW AND VALUABLE WORK

A Beautiful and Instructive Gift-Book.

The Temple of Art
A PLEA FOR THE HIGHER REALISA
TION OF THE ARTISTIC VOCATION,

By ER~EST NE\VLA~DS~IITH

Giving a cle"r presentation of the principles relatiog to -,imple, whole·
some li"in~ and the ration:ll treatment of the sick which have

proved so successful at tlte Battle Creek Sanitarium.

The Living Temple
By Dr. J. H. KELLOGG,

This book must be ".een to be appreci:>.ted, but the following brief,
partial outlines of the most important chapters will afford some idea of
the helpful nature of the contents.

568 pp. Price Six Shillings, Post Free.
(Associate of the I~oyal ."cademy of ~Iusic; and Director of

the British Musical Society.)

Crown avo, Art Linen,
Second Edition, Price 3/6 Net (post free).

Few people realise what a far reaching and subtle influence the Art
of the day inevitably exercises on their lives and characters -an
influence that often affects them quite unpercei\'ed-for good or eviL

Her Most Gracious !Ilajesty the Queen has been reading" The
Temple of Art" to H.R.H. the Princess Victoria during her com'ales
ence; the leading newspapers ha\'e widely recommended it; and
H.R.H, the Princess Frederica of Hanover, Great Britain and Ireland,
expressed her sincere pleasure by presenting the Author with an in
scribed copy of a book written by her late iather, the King of Hanover.

A Few Press Opinions.
.. • The Temple of Art,' by Ernest !\ewlandsmith, can only be

described as a beautiful and highly instructive volume. If all artists,
in every medium, were to work upon Mr. Newlandsmith's lofty
conception of their responsibility, the effect would be a re\'olution
in the artistic world of England. "-Sussex Daily .Yews, ,"ov. Ioth, I904-

" I\lr. Ernest Newlandsmith makes an eloquent plea for the higher
realisation of the artistic vocation. . . . Although there is more
than a touch of the Transcendental in his criticisms, his observations
upon the subject of musical education, a m;;>.tter to which he devotes
particular consideration, are the plain common sense of the matter;
good, sensible ideas, soberly expressed. He distinguishes neatly
between the art and the craft of the musician,' , , , .

Rifaec, Oct. 9th, I904.
"The work before us is a plea for the higher realisation of the

artistic vocation, and very ably does the author urge it. His dedication,
• To all those who have been there' is to those who' have been on the
edge of the infinite and looked over,' who have caught some glimpse of
the eternal or of the divine light. The world is full of beauty; beauty
seen in the most ordillary things, but many pass their lives within it
without perceiving that beauty-hence the necessity for the careful
training of the coming g,'neration. Many well-known artists, musicians,
fail to express anything, for the reason that, though their fingers have
been trained, their souls remain untouched; it is the same with some
painters and sculptors. They are outside the Temple and will so
remain," Birmingham Daily Post, Oct. I4th, Ir;o4.

1\lany readers who have enjoyed the open-air concerts given by the
author at various sea-side res,,,ts may be able to appreciate his state.
ment that he "has played amid a sea of faces, transfixed and motionless,
his music blending with the murmuring of the wind in the trees and the
Jap of the waves on the seashore, all the people heing absorbed in the
beauty of the work, and hanging upon every note as his bow swept the
strings. And this was no mere fantasy; breathlessly they listened,
tears stood in people's eyes, small fisher-children would stand in
hushed g-roups drinking in every note, and others would come and
wring the hand of the minstrel with a silent fen-our and a look that
meant what they could not find words to express." 'Vho would not be
a wandering minstrel to know such moments as this? _ .

illomin!1 Post, Oct. 6th, 190';'.

The "tirade of Digestion.
The Org-ans of Digestion-Fi,-e Food Elements, FiVl' Digestive

Organs-'Vhat the Saliva Does-The 'York of tbe Gastric Juice
Other Uses of the Digestive Fluids.
Dietetic Sins.

Eating for Disease-The Selection of Food-{;ereal Foods 2nd
Legumes, etc.-Erroneous Notions About Fruits-Predigested Food
Elements in Fruits-Fruit Juices Destroy Germs-The Medicinal Use
of Fruits-Fruit Soup-Fruit Cure for Constipation-The Fruit Diet
-Fruit a Cleansing Food-Diseases Due to Milk-Milk and Cream
from Nuts-Eggs.
The Natural Way in Diet.

Why Fats Render Food Indigestible-Dbjectionable Vegetable
Fats-Chemical Bread Raisers-{;ondiments the Cause of Gin Liver
-DelCtrinised Cereals-The Daily Ration--Balanced Bills of Fare
Too Frequent Eating-The Purest 'Vater, etc.
The Heart and the Blood-

How the Blood is circulated-The Mystery of the Heart Beat
How the Blood Cells Combat Germs-How to Strengthen the Heart.

"'hat to Do in case of Sudden Illness or Accident.
Fainting-Hemorrhage of the Lungs-Hemorrhage from the Stom

ach-A Bruise-The Dressing of'Vounds-Sprains, etc.
The Breath of Life.

Proper Breathing-The Rate at 'Vhieh Air is needed-C1.J1tivating
Lung Capacity-'Vby 'Ve Breathe whell Asleep, etc.
Dangers in the Air, and How to Avoid Them.

Draughts Not !'iecessarily Dangerous-Sleeping in Cold Air
Diseases Due to G~nlls-HowGerms Kill-Germs not a Direct Cause
of Disease-How to Combat Germs-Disinfection, etc.
The Clothing of the Temple•

The Properties of Different Clothing l\1aterials-The B'est Material
for Underclothing-{;ommoll Evils in the Customary Dress of 'Volllen
-'Vaist Constriction-The Deformities of Civilised 'Vomen; Effect
of "'aist Constriction upon the Kidneys; Displacement of Vital
Organs Due to 'Vaist Collstric.tion-'Vhy Woman is "the 'Veaker
Vessel."
How to Be Strong_

Two Kinds of Muscles-Hon' Muscles Act-Fatigue-Secondary
Fatigue, etc_
The Brain and the Nerves.

Feeling- Cells and 'Vorking Cell~-How Habits are Formed-The
Proper Function of the Sense of Taste-How to have a Good
Memory-Recent Interesting Discoveries about Nerve Cells-Insomnia
-Nerve Poisons-A Common Cause of Nen'e Exhaustion-How to
Have a Clear Head-The Problem of Heredity-Rational Mind·cure.
'Vhat is Disease?

The Rational Use of Cold ';\'ater-Cold Bathing-The Neutral Bath
-Stomach Disorder~-The Hydropathic Treatment of Typhoid and
other Fevers-Useful Hints for the Application of 'Vater-A Retiring
Bath-Inflammations.
Drugs which Enslave and Kill.

The Eyil Effects of Alcohol-Alcohol v. Strength-Alcohol
Animal Heat-Effeet5 of ;'Iloderate Drinking-Proportion of Alcohol in
Various Liquors - The Deadly Cigarette - Appalling Statistics.

These brief outlines giye " ~ry inadequate idea of a book of some s6Spage..,
written in a fascinating style, and dealing with mailers of vital inter~l-

. PARTIAL LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.
The book is FULLY ILLUSTRATED, including a number of fine coloured

plates. Following are a very few only of the subjects illustrated :-
Cell Division, Salivary GI~nds, Structure of Liver and Kidneys, Blood Cells.

l'tlalarial Parasites, Different Forms of Starch. Structure of a Grain of 'Vhea!,
IIleaslv Pork, Beef Tape-worm, Blood Cells Destroying Germ<, How to stop
Hemorrhage, Bandaging, A Fashion-Deformed 'Voman, Effects of Tight Bands
and Heavy Skirts, Diag,'am showing Abnormal Position of Internal Organs,
Normal Nen-e Cells, Abdominal Compress, 'Vet-Sheet Rub, A l1e~lth)' Stomach,
Fally Heart, etc.
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NOW IN THE PRESS.

ERRORS IN EATING.

A Ilol>k lor those who de.irt 10 Ii.e a Dandred Tears, lI'htc!l ,bOT'S hoy tll It\'old
~!istakes in Illet and the snllerlng which results Irom lbem.

A COMPREHENSIVE

And Physical Degeneration.
BY

SIR WILLIAM E. COOPER, C.LE.

An up-to-date book which rcveals in a piquant and intcresting manner
the many Dietetic mistakes and transgrcssions that are being m:tdc by
the British public, and the cost in suffel'in~ which they have to pay
in conscqucnce. ::Iluch useful information is contained in this book,

in addition to tables of food values, etc.

It is a valuable Gift-Book for Dyspeptics. Sufferers from Gout,
and Invalids of all kinds.

Price SIXP:ENCE. Post Fl'ee.

The BooR. of the Yea,..

STRENGTH AND DIET.
A Practical Treatise with special regard to the Life

of Nation~

By HON. ROLLO RUSSELL.
650 ~gts of Up-te-Date Information concunins: Did in Relation

to Health.

Full of Statistics, Medical Testimony, Persooal Testimony, Fads of all
kinds relating to the Habits of Ancient and Modern Pwpl~,Quotations
from the Writings and Sayings of Experls in all AKes, and valuable

information of all kinds conczrning Hygieoic aod Physical Culture.
Price I2s. 6d. net. Postage 6d.

THE IlVIMORTALITY OF ANIMALS.
By E. D. BUCKNER, M.D.

A valuable and unique work 00 this subjzct. that presents many facts
oot hitherto recognized by the Christian world. It reveals the mi...
translation of many original passages in the Bible which refer to the
soul-life of animals; and it merits a place in thoe library of every

advocatc of the rights of the sub-human races.

Price 5s. net. Post free.

HOW TO ATTAIN TRUE MANHOOD.
"A Boy's Control and Self Expre~sion."

By EUSTACE MILES, M.A.
Evzry parent and guardian ought to re:l.d this book. and t'Ve:ry boy

over 14 years of age should posstss it.

572 pages. 250 illustrations.
Price 6s. (post free).

CHRISTIANITY AND SPIRITUAUSM.
By LEON DENIS.

Translated from the French by ELLEN D. SPEAKMAN.
This book explains in a very philosophic:l.1 manner how closely
identified primitive Christi:lnity was with the higher spiritualism which
is being revived in these latter days. It throws much light upon the
subject of communion between sculs in the unseen world and those
on the earth plane, and is educative and instructive in the highest sense.
All progrenive thinkers and sukers :lIter truth will find help in its pages.

Price 3s. 6d. or 35. gd. post free.

GUIDE-BOOK
TO

HATURAL, HYGIENIC AND HUMANE DIET
By SIDNEY H. BEARD.

Ill~stratttl. Pncc One Shilling Net In AI t C~mlas. EI'-::hteen~~nce Net.
Po!l Frc:t'.

Nearly twenty thousand copies of this book bave already bun issued
frC'm the Press in England and America. The s::.le ste:tdily increases.

It is being fruly purchased by doctors, teaclJ"rs of physical culture, and
leaders of thought in religious anc food-reform circles io all parts cl the
world.

We could fill columns with favourable press opinions which have been
recdved.

Most persons who buy this book send for additional copies for
their friends.

It contain< a number of origin:ll and copyright recipes, together
witll a large amount of helpful information concerning fruitarian
and vegd:lrian diet, hygienic living, arlbtlc cookery, food \-.t1ues, etc.

It is artistically bound in cover; which are "ainted and illumi
nated by hand, :lnd is consequcntly likely to commend itself as a
gift book. apart froll1 being a useful vade tlUCU11l to all houscwives,

If you have nct yet obtained a copy you would do well to secure one.

A FEW PRESS OPINIONS.

"A Guide-Book that we heartily recommend to all who desire cleaner,
lIlore wholesome and simpler food. !\Iany of our friends would fain
ahandon Aesh meats but know not the valne of fruits, nuts amI vegetables.
The author comes to the assistancc of the food reformer and rt:nders good
service thereby."-New Age.

I. The book should be llseful to vegetarians and meat caters alike:'-R,'ck.

"This Guide-Book contains much that is worth knowing."-Ardrossan
Herald.

" The introductory Chapters of this Guide-Book: arc quile enlightening.
The bulk of the book, however, consists of practical recipes for a sirnpl~

style of living which is not only rational but pleasant and appetising
bcsides being humane. The whole deserves the attention of all who wish
to make life worth Iiving."-Harford Times.

" There is not a dull ehapter in the whole book."-Sfirlitlg Jourtlal.
" It i3 well written and as it is admitted on all hands that too much

Aesh is generally used it deserves a wide circulation."-Cilrisfian Advocate.
.. The whole work is a valuable hclp in the corrcct understanding of

tile dieting of the human body. It is written with a freedom from
• faddism '-an evil that so often enters into and cheeks, in parasitical
fashion, the growth of a new movement. There is shrewd common scnse,
:t practical gr:lsp of the subjeet and a choice of only those arguments
endorsed hy scientific research."-T,"'quay Times .

.. Food Reformers and those thinking of adopting a more humane diet
would do wcll to obtain this book. It is full of useful iuformation.'·
Monfre<ll Daily Herald.

II It gives many useful hints on how tu make the dishes varied and
attractive."-L'fe of Failh.

N.B.-Friends in the United States who wish to obtain the book at the
low price at which it is sold in England should wnte direct to
Paigntou for the English edition. Price twenty-five cents (canvas
fifty cents) po,t free. Paper money, please. So COIllS.

Fourth Edition. Fort/eth Thousand.

THE TESTIMONY OF SCIENCE
IN FAVOUR OF

NATURAL AND HUMANE DIET.
By SIDNEY H. BEARD.

A handy up-to-date booklet, full of EXPERT EVIDEl'CE by eminent
Authorities in the Medical and Scientific world, with references for the
quotations.

It contains also ATHLETIC EVIDENCE and PERSONAL TESTIMONY
of a cOllvincing character.

Every Food-Reformer and Lecturcr will need this hooklet.
You are invited to stock it, and to inducc your friends to purchase

copies.
Price One Penny (net); One Shilling per dozen (post free);

Six Shillings per hundred (post free).

TClE ORDER OF THE GOLDEN AGE, Paignton, England.

A Book (or Enquirers and Begtoners and [tlf the Artistic Clas.s~.

The PENNY GUIDE. TO FRUITARIAN DIET
AND COOKERY.

BY
DR. JOSIAH OLDFIELD, L.R.C.P., M.R.eS.

I t is a concise book of ad\"ice to all who want to begin tbe daintier and hum.an<."1"'
method of living. It contain'i:t brge number t)f well tried recipes, and is arrangw

in 4 simple manner. It Ylarm; against the dangers that rna)' be incurred by the
C\reless. and shows how increased health and happiness may come to those \Ioho
are willing to adopt the Fruitarian Diet sciclltifically. It is a little book \·..hich may
be sent to the rich or to the poor, :1.Od m:iY be placed in the band'i of the most bigoted
fic.."'Sh..catcr without fear of offending him.

Copies have been presellted by .Mr. George C:1dhury and ~fr. "". H. Lever to e\'cry
inhabitant of Bournvillc and Port Sunlight, ~nd hy ~lC!>srs. ~csL1c and ldris to all their
employees.

1{- per do:;t1I, post fret:,. 7{6 per hundred, earricrge paid.

The Order of the Golden Age, Paignton, England.
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.. What might I not have made of thi<;
fair world f"

Our Day of Opportunity.
"Oh, that thou badst known, in this thy day, the things that

belong to thy peace!"

L ife brings to us all our times of special opportunity when
we may rise, if we will, on stepping stones of our

dead selves to higher
things, and we are
compelled by cir
cumstance to choose
between the high
way through the
desert and the path
ascending to the
heights.

'Ve are all tested
at some period in
our earthly career
by being called to
launch out in faith
upon some sea of
holy endeavour, to
walk upon the waters
of difficulty in sCum
of threatening waves

to face some new conviction concerning righteousness, or
to respond to some hitherto unrealized sense of duty that
demands on our part deliberate choice, resolute action, and
perhaps self-abnegation or sacrifice of a very real sort.
And by our decision at such times of crisis we must needs
show of what material we are made, and thus label our
selves, as it were, at our true moral worth, in the presence
of the yisible and invisible cloud of witnesses who sur
round us.
"Once to every man and Nation comes the moment to decide

[n the strif.. of Truth with Falsehood for the good or evil side!
Some great Cause, God's new Messiah, offering each the bloom

or blight,
P~rt.. the goats upon the left hand, and the sheep upon the right."

Though we all have some vague idea that this mundane
life of ours is a 'state of probation,' few are those among
us who seriously consider how much may really depend
upon the part we play in the great drama-and especially

at those times when we come to 'the parting of the ways.'
Yet it is more than probable that God, or His representa
tives in the spiritual world, may be ascertaining who of
us are prepared to 'walk in the Light' regardless of con
sequence, and thus have fellowship with the company of
Heaven; and also who are worthy to be entrusted with
greatly enhanced opportunities, or even with high commis
sions, in other worlds than this.

~ ~ ~

New revelations of Truth and of the Divine Will come
through strange media, and at most unlooked-for times
and seasons. God moves in mysterious ways to accomplish
His ends, and many of His spiritually-minded children
could write a veritable romance concerning the manner in
which they have been led onward and upward.

Human instruments of the most unlikely sort are fre
quently used to bear the sacred messages that are needed
by incarnate human souls, and when employed in such
ministry, the words which they are prompted to utter or
to write often possess a marvellous quickening and en
lightening power, and exercise a dynamic force which can
completely transform human lives and destinies.

God's angel messengers often come to us thus, clad in the
humble garb of human flesh, for in such manner can they best
reach us and impart to us the things that belong to our peace.

If they came in their etheric robes most of us would
be unable to see them, our vision being limited to the
reflections of denser forms of matter. Neither could we
hear them, for our ears are dull of hearing, and few indeed
of us are responsive to etheric sound waves.

And 50 instead of sending us ministering spirits who
are like "flames of fire," and whose radiant vibrations
would be too intense for us to bear, He chooses for His
Purpose messengers who wear the forms of men or women
-and, because our minds are so slow to understand, we
often fail to recognize them, and we refuse to give hied
to their words of warning, instruction or invitation.

We look at the human bodies which they may be using
in order to reach us with their messages, and because these
have many imperfections in consequence of having been
physically generated after the method of human generation,
we misapprehend the situation, fail to recognize the King's

"No man sholkl live in this world who has nothing to do in it."
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s~rvants 10 th~ir carthly disg"uise, and continue to follow
our own way. \Ye forg"'t that ;-

.. \\'e ar~ spi,'its clad in \"t'ils,
:\1311, hy fll:ltl. is never seen."

And thus we mistake the lleshly instrument for the spiritual
being who uses it as a means of communication, and we
remain unconscious of the fact that our hour of visitation
may have takcn place.

It is a serious thing- to come face to face with a human
b~ing- who tells us Ih,' Irulh ; :lnd especially so. if the truth
thus told is of such a nature as to dcmand amendment in our
li\'es, or some real sen'icc to G~)d and Humanity on our part.

The more disquieting such a communication may be,
and the more difficult we may find it to shake off the con
\'iction that /1 is the Irulh, and that it is intended for us,
the more seriousl.'" should we ponder o"er the message and
reflect concerning the sourcc from which it emanates.

For thcre is :l depth of meaning in those mystic words of
Zoroaster, .. \\'hen you see the Fire, listen for the voice of the
Fire. .. And when we are brought into touch "'jth human
souls that are aflame, we may well reflect concerning the
import of the Vision. ....., ....., .....,

The real ohject l,f this incarnate life of ours is much
misunderstood, and few indeed are those who seriously
endeavour to hring about its accomplishment by intelligent
co-operation with those over-shadowing presences that would
help and uplift them,

The daily work of bread-winning, the cares and
anxieties of domestic relationship, and the various allure
ments which invite, leave but little time for reflection; and
thus in consequence of such distractions and of our visual
limita tions, we do not realize that we are spiritual beings
with an immortal destiny; that the evolution of perfected.
clear-seeing, and ministering souls of the Christ order is
God's great Purpose; and that consequently the building of
character and the attainme:lt of spiritual understanding are
of supreme importance for us all. Yet upon our realization
of these truths and upon our living accordingly, must depend
our spiritual status, happiness and conditions in the endless
future that lies before us.

These years of special opportunity for self-culture and
altruistic endea\'our, and for proving our loyalty and
fidelity to our conception of the Ideal, and to the Divine:
\ ViII as we apprehend it, are unappreciated by too many of
us, and are allowed to slip from our grasp almost unheeded.

So absorbing is the struggle for existence or worldly
advancement, the striving after pleasure, or the pursuit of
minor projects upon which our minds may be set, that we
easily lose consciousness of the truth that our chief concern
should be to become spiritually strong, wise and helpful.

Instead of seeking the Holy Grail, instead of following
the Vision, instead of listening for God's call to high
endea"our, we are, in too many instances, content to drift
along intent upon the small joys of the passing hour.

And thus, "'hen the eventide of life approaches, our
harvest of achie"ement is but small indeed, and we are no:
much better prepared for that richer experience and that
highe:- service which await those who are accounted w,-,rthy
to attain them, than we were when we commenced our
present earthly pilgrimage as incarnate beings.

But the scrvice of God and :\lan is a matter of greater
importance to us all than many of us imagine, and it is
one that tve cannol safely 1Uoglecl. Of whatever form it
may he, whether humble or exalted, pri"ate or public,
congenial or uncongenial, it beho\'es us to prove by ou~

deeds that we recognize our obligation to labour for the
h;lppiness, welfare, or upliftment of those amongst whom
we dwell. For thus alonc can wc evidence the fact that
we truly desire to be found \\'orthy to be admitted to
the higher spheres where those dwell of whom it has
been said: II Are they not all ministering spirits?"

It is manifestly absurd for us to join in singing
.. These are the crowns that we shall wear, when all the
saints are crowned" if we ne\'er do anything to win
such rewards by faithful labour. Such action on our
part must make us a pathetic spectacle to alI discerning
sOllls, manifesting as it does our foolish vanity ane! credulity.

Let us not decei\'e ourselves any longer. \Ve shall
reap I1S ~ve S07V. And" They that turn many to righteous
ness shall shine as the stars."

The policy of sitting still while others toil and practice
self-denial in order to hasten the coming of the Kingdom
of Heaven upon Earth, and of saying, .. I pray thee have
me excused," will ne\'er make our soul-garment£ 'radiant
or win for us a triumphant welcome to the 'glory land.'
Therefore let us awake from our somnambulism.

The significant words, "Enter thou into the joy of
thy Lord," will be spoken to those whose hearts have
previously been gladdened by hearing the Divine i\laster
say: "\Vell done. thou good aad faithful servant." And
it is those who make good use of their few talents
in their day (If limited opportunity who may be made
II Rulers over many cities" in the greatcr days which
are yet to come?

\Vhen Kings ha"e some important work to accomplish,
or purpose to attain, they look around for the man who
has proved his ability, fidelity, and trustworthiness in
some corresponding, though perhaps less exalted sphere
of sen'ice. And when found he is entrusted with the
commission. and clothed with the mantle of honour and
responsibility. Thus may it also be in the Councils of
the spiritual world.

~ ~ ~

The most significant line of demarcation which separates
human beings into two classes, between which there is a
great gulf fixed, is that which becomes manifest when
obedience to the Light, in some new form, is called for,

The true Children of the Kingdom 'walk in the Light'
as soon as they perceive it. They only need to recei"e the
divine message, and to hear the confirming "oice within,
and, though the path be strewn with thorns and beset h~'

difficulties, they go straight forward without any quibbling"
or any attempt to find excuses for doing otherwise. In
stinctively they exclaim ;-

I, \"hatsoe\'er He calleth me to do that will I do,
Let the cost be what it may,"

and their reward is e\'er gi"en them, for it comes in' the
form of new spiritual strength, ennoblement of character,
sacred communion with other souls who also do the Father's
\Vill. and increased illuminal:ion from the higher worlels.

•, No thorouI::.iy occut=ied m:lQ ..,"as £VH miser~ble."
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Perhaps th~

economIc

We cannot be He.lled
until .-e are loosed (rom
cur SillS, "e can only be
tinkered up

But those who are as yet in the outer wilderness, and
who do not realize the supreme importance of obedience to
conviction and to the revelation of truth, are ever ready to
find an excuse for following the easier path, for turning a
deaf ear to God's call, and for postponing the work of cross
bearing, in any form in which it may be offered them, till
some more convenient season.

They do not realize that it is their hour of opportunity
for rising to a higher plane, and consequently they miss the
blessed sense of the Divine Presence and approval which
come to the human sOlll when it is enabled to say "Lo, I
come to do Thy will."

They forfeit the exceeding great reward, and learn by
painful experience that only those who unreservedly' follow
the Vision' and' \valk in the Light' can have true fellowship
with the holy and the elect of Earth and Heaven

And as they pursue their toilsome pilgrimage through
the wilderness, and meet with drought, and famine, rind
disease, the)' are constrained to think with longing hearts of
the Promised Land towards which they might have journeyed
-and to exclaim: "Oh, that I had only known! ..

~Pl ~~ .-iP'l

\Ve need but to look around us at this present time, to
give some thought to the lllany social ills that afflict our own
and olher lands, and to see what a struggle is taking place
between the workers for social regeneration and racial up
liftment and the degenerating forces of the nether world, in
order to realize that there is abundant opportunity for each
one of us in connection with many a noble Cause to show
whcre we arc and of what stuff we are made.

And it were well for us to thoughtfully consider how wc
may best serve our day and gencration, and most effectually
strike at the roots of the Upas tree of Evil that overshadows
our world.

Let us then gird on our armour and, remembering the
exhortation, " \Vork while it is called to-day," take up the
real business of life in dead earnest! S'd H B d1 ney • ear.

.;J. .;J. .;J.

Resurrection.

Out of all discord, toil and strife,
(nto a calm and perfect life;

Out of all hate and jealous fear
(nto Love's cloudless atmosphere.

Out of all bondage, sin and pain,
Out of poverty's galling chain,
Into the freedom of perfect health,
Into the blessings of fadeless wealth.

Out of the narrow, cramping creeds
Jnto a service of loving deeds;
Out of a separale, limited plan,
Into the Brotherhood of ~ran.

Out of our weakness, to conscious power,
Wisdolll and strength for every hour ;
Out of our doubt and sore dismay
Into the faith for which we pray.

Out of this fleeting, mortal breath,
Out of the vaHey and shadow of death,
Tnto the light of the Perfect "'lay.
Into the freedom of Endless Day.

Errors in Eating.
THE CAUSE OF PHYSICAL DEGENERATION.

most important question that touches the
conditions under which man lives is the

app<lrently simple one of " what to eat
and how to eat .it." It is apparently
so simple and so perfectly understood
that it never seems to us necessary
to give it allY really serious thought,
or to ask ourselves if we are living, in
this respect, properly, rationally, and
wisely.

'Ve are quite satisfied with the
way we cook our food i our dishes are
dainty, palatable, appetising; indeed,
our cuisine has been reduced to an art.
'Ve pay capable and artistic chefs to
tickle our palates for us ; and it would
be ridiculous to say we do not know
how to live.

'Ve vie with one another in giving
nice little dinner parties which are the
envy of our friends and the despair of
our enemies; and so we are content.
\Ve do give" what to eat and how to

eat it" many a thought, and with many of us it is an
abidil/g thought i in fact with the vast majority of the
favoured classes which constitute the upper grades of
society, feeding- is regarded as one of the most important
functions of lifc. \Ve take our five or six meals a day, and
frequently a few trifles in between whiles; and we are quite
convinced that we are living 70ell and even rat/ol/ally.

It does not necessarily follow, howe\·er. that our careful
study of the subject results in good, or that our money is
wisely spent. The luxuries of the table and the sensual
enjoyments to be had from indulging in them are amongst
the greatest temptations of the age; they charm and fascinate
and excite our appetites; they seduce us with their attrac
tiveness ; and we succumb to their irresistible allurements.

But we may not viol..lte Nature's laws with impunity, and
an outraged stomach will in time turn and rend us. The
great organs of the body, whose functions ha\'e been
seriously impeded and disorganized by our imprudence, will
resent the interference and work unevenly and inhar
moniously, with the result that we feel run down and "out
of sorts," as we term it, and are sent to Harrogate or
Homburg to get "washed out."

The healthy mode of life which is more or less forced
upon us at such watering places c10es good for the time
being, and outraged Nature is for a while appeased.

But we soon return to our old courses, the habit of a
lifetimc is strong within us, and a time comes when the body
can stand it lIO longer, and it breaks down under the stress;
illness supervenes; serious illness this time; liver and kid
neys are found to be diseased, and the heart weak and im
perfect in action. \Ve are dosed and drugged ad 1/auseum;
bodily disorders in many shapes and forms assail us, and
among them the numerous troubles arising out of an excess

.. H~ who lives fer himself. must not complain if the world forsakes him."
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of uric acid inuuced by imprudent selection of food and over·
feeding: and we are left broken-do\"lIl physical wrecks at an
age when we should be in the full cnjoyment of health and
strength, of \'igor0uS manhood and womanhood,

If what are called the culturcd classes do not actually
li\'c to cat, live to surf~it themseh'es with the good things of
this lif~, still it cannot be fairly claimed for them that thc)'
partake of food tor the sole purpose of nou rishing the body
and kceping it strong, vigorous, and wholesome. The evi.
dencc all points thc other way.

The well-fillcu and ever increasing ranks of the mcdical
prof~ssion, the rapid and alarming' development of private
:\ursing" Institutions, the array of sick nurses that are in evi
dence e\'erywher~, the facilities afforded us to enter private
Hospitals, the many establishments of various kinds in aid of
the sick and suffering, and the vast number of surgical
operations that are performed there each year, clearly in
dicate the II('cessil)' for helping those in need of medical and
surgical treatment. Apart from this an enormous trade has
of late years sprung up in .patent medicines, while the
tabloid-consuming crowd of semi-debilitated men and women
that One meets with on every hand, at almost every dinner
table, and ill e\'ery country house, all point to a state of
affairs that is most deplorable.

Voluptuous licence in eating and drinking is general; it
is the 1II0t d'ordre of polite society, and we are given over to
the belief that pleasure is the chief end and object of onr lives.

But we pay for our indulgence. The fact is visible on
every hand, and although we naturally shrink from recog
nising so deplorable a fact, yet we must admit that there is
hardly a sound man or woman among us,

Our maladies and our ailments form one of the pet
subj~cts of cOl1\'crsation at dinner tables, we discuss them in
our business and in our clubs and offices, riding, driving or
walking, they are ever with us, and it soothes and comforts
us to talk them over with our friends,

\Ve try one stomach pill after another, while tabloids and
patent medical specialities of all kinds are as essential to our
dressing bags as our brushes and combs.

\ Ve use one nostrulll after another, and are only too eager to
impart to our acquaintanc~s their effect in this particular ail
ment or that, and to recommend them to those who suffer
from similar complaints.

The London" Liver Brigade" is to be seen every morning
in the parks, trying- by a little wholesome out-door exercise,
to work off the evil effects of previous indulgence, and so
Society goes on its appointed course to the bitter end.

And the end IS bitter, as we know full well! Disease and
suffering on every hand, disease that is wide-spread and
increasing: dyspepsia in its multifarious forms; tubercular
disease in all its terrible shapes; paralysis; cancer: gout;
eczema, and the scores of maladies that go to make up the
sum total of that deadly array of penalties that Nature exacts
from us for the violation of her Laws, all are ours; a few of
them perhaps inherited but most of them are contracted,
alas, in our own lifetime.

\Ve cannot plead ignorance because we know perfectly
well what we are about; we indulge because it is pleasant to
do so, and we must therefore accept the consequences.

~ ~ ~

\Vhen we tl1rn to the second great social group-the
working classes-we do not find Illuch that is encouraging
and hopeful there. The errors of feeding are as great among
that section and the results as dire as amongst the more
cultured classes. The difference is that, whereas on the one
hand polite society adopts from choice a system of living that
ensures disastrous consequences, the working classes err
from ignorance.

The results, however, are pretty much the same in both
cases: deterioration of that national physique upon which the
I3ritish race has prided itself for so long and so justly. and a
general decline in the health of the people. The physical
standard of the race is lower than it used to be.

Let us take the army as an exampl~. \Ve know that in
spite of the care exercised in selecting the men, it has been
found necessary of late years to reduce both the height and
chest measurements owing to the difficulty in getting a
sufficiency of men up to that standard which, but a few years
ago, was considered to be but a fair standard measurement
of the national physique.

\Ve cannot escape the fact that the physical state of the
working classes is not what it ought to he; what it will be
when the conditions governing human life are understood
and applied to build up the body instead of, as at present,
pulling it down.

The British navvy who is counted as among the best
specimens of our race, spends his life in the open air, but he
is a broken-down man at 50. Examine any gang in any
part of Great Britain and rarely will a man be found of ad
vanced age, Sometlll'lIg breaks them down, but it is not
the 'work.

\Ve have only to watch a gang of navvies at work to
dispd the idea that he works harder than his fellows. Any
~)an to-day of fair physical strcngth may do navvy's work to
old age, so far as the work itself goes, but he somchow falls
out of the ranks at an early age and disappears,

Ignorance of what to eat and how to eat it is at the
bottom of the evil, and unless we realize this we shall miss
the way. Here, as in all things else, it is a question of
cause and cffect. The effect is visible enough throughout
England; let us now consider the cause. It will be found in
the food we eat, the kind of food selected, and the way it is
cooked. And unless those who are responsible can be made
to understand the incalculable harm that arises out of their
sore neglect of this question, no help can come.

Each family, however poor, "mllst ha\'e its bit of meat,"
and a considerable part of the weekly wage is always set
apart for butcher's meat. It is considered n~cessary to their
lives e\'cry day in some form or shape; it is to them the only
means by which physical fitness may be obtained; it is
necessary for the nourishment and well-being of the family
bread winner, and it must be obtained at all cost and
hazards.

Taking the British housewife all round she is perhaps the
worst cook in Europe. She has been born and bred in
ignorance of the culinary arts, and she learns little or nothing
by experience. She has seen her mother roast and boil, bake
and fry, and she accepts' such methods of preparing food as
the ultima thule of cookery.

.. Let us take care how we speak to tbose who have fallen cn life's fidJ."
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Many cannot even roast, boil, or bake in a manner to
render the food tender and palatable; much of the meat is
served up in a hard, tough, leathery condition, the vegetables
are frequently under-cooked and sen'ed in a watery, un
appetising' state; the pastry is generally badly made,
hea,'y and unwholesome, and all through liJe the family is fed
on food that is unsuitable to the human stomach, that is
extremely innutritious, and that is bound to result in the most
Jisastrous effects on the digestion.

Then the good wife adds to the general discomfiture of
the household by means of her tea-kettle, in which she
prepares a dose so poisonous as to ensure the destruction of
the family digestive organs. She firmly believes in the
efficacy of what she calls a "good strong cup of tea," and
she keeps the kettle or teapot on the hob the whole afternoon
and well on into the night, stewing and simmering until she
has brewed for herself, her family, and any friend who may
chance to drop in for a chat, a decoction of so deadly a nature
as to ensure the most direful results.

She does not know, poor soul, that tea is astonishingly
rich in xanthine and tannic acid; that the former of these is
responsible for many uric acid troubles, while the latter is
used by tanners for converting raw hides into leather.

She cannot understand that if tannic acid will convert
animal matter, such as the soft, gelatinous, raw hides of
beasts, into hard, tough leather, it will certainly exercIse a
similar effect on any animal food matter that it may find in
the human stomach.

But if each family that will have its butcher's meat once,
twice, or even three times daily, can have hygienic knowledge
given to it, and be told that this same butcher's meat con
tains poison that will surely result in disastrous effects
sooner or later, common-sense, as also that sense of self
preservation which is inherent in human nature, ought to
come to our aid and sugg'lst the necessity of giving up lhis
kind of food, and of adopting a dietary free from such lurking
perils, and yet of an equally nourishing, and even a more
nourishing character.

~ ...-O'l ~

Our food markets are liberally supplied from local sources
and from all parts of the world with astonishing facility;
plentiful supplies of cereals, vegetables, fruits and nuts of all
kinds are readily obtainable; milk, butter and cheese arc to
be had everywhere. Scores of manufactured foods of
excellent quality and richly nutrient are to b~ found in
almost every provision shop in the kingdom, :;md, in short,
there is any amount of good, body-building, life-giving food,
apart from flesh-food, to be had everywhere.

\Vith such a wide choice of foods at our disposal, offoods
be it noted that are far richt:r in body and strength-making
properties than any form of flesh food is, or can 'be, it is
obviously our own fault if we go wrong; entirely our own
fault-other things being equal-if we break down and go
under in the battle of life.

\Ve are prone enough to bewail our fate on the score 01
heredity, and in this we more frequently than not do injustice
to our progenitors. \Ve arc ready enough to believe that
what we suffer from in many cases is transmitted rather than
contracted, and in this we indulge in a feeling of self-pity
that soothes, and in a measure consoles us .

Most of us who suffer at all, believe that our pains and
aches are due more to the excesses of our forefathers than to
our own independent indulgences in the good things of this
life, and the belief robs us of remorse and regret for our own
misdeeds. "My grandfather was a three-bottle man, and
my dear old dad was no mean hand at the claret, so I suppose
I am suffering from their indulgences" is a saying that is
found in the mouth of many a " good li"er" ,,-hen illness has
pulled him up short.

Prolle enough is he to hark back to his forbears for a cause;
but little given is he to seek z'llltilllself the reason of his being
stricken down.

As a matter of fact heredity has very little to do with the
matter. There are cases of transmitted disease here and
there, and when they are found they are generally so well
marked as to leave no doubt as to their origin. But with
the great mass of the people it is different; they are born into
the world healthy enough and cannot find a stone to fling at
their progenitors on the score of hereditary taint, at all events.
If there is a taint it is generally of so slight a nature that
it could easily be eradicated or neutralised by a little whole
some living, but what man amongst us ever thinks of looking
at the matter from this point of view?

Take the man with a gouty taint, for example. Does he
ever attempt to eradicate it by a simple course of living?
Does he ever study cause and effect and apply the result of
his researches to bring about a cure? Not he! If he
happens to be a rich man he drinks white wine instead of
red, or whiskey and soda in the place of port, and in respect
to his cuisine he does not alter it at all save that he rarely
eats pastry.

\Vhat a farce it all is, what humbug and folly! You
can't cure enteric fever with lollypops, nor can you eradicate
gout by an eight course menu and doses of white wine and
whiskey. People who palter with so serious a matter as
hereditary taint of whatever nature, and wantonly toy with
the great issues of life, simply deserve to suffer.

Look at the matter from another point of view. If a
man knows that he is suffering in some way or other from
the sins of his forefathers, he should be all the more careful
not to add to his trouble by his own imprudences. Slarting
life with the knowledge that nearly all hereditary taints can
be either wiped out in our own lifetime or at least kept
under and subdued, he is at all events forewarned, and he
has then got to arm himself for the fray.

His best weapons of of\ence and defence are knowledge
of the subject, common sense applied, the careful selection
of food, moderation in eating ancI drinking, and a clean,
wholesome life.

Knowledge to-day can be had by all who care to ask for
it, but if we are careless and indifferent, or prefer to have
what we call "a good time," or as sOllie of us say, ,. a
short life and a merry one," then we can have it, and have
with it the consequences of our folly and mad infatuation.

~ .-fill .....

There is yet another aspect of the question which rarely
strikes an ordinary observer, and that is the extreme selfish
ness of the man who elects to go his own way because he
can't be bothered about what he calls "fads and so-called
cures. "

•, It is better to have striven and failed, than never to have striven at all."
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Hi:, own way Icad:, him to weaknesses, illness, and to

man)" kinds of disease; he ., ails" a good deal, and his
health is considered unsatisfactory and uncertain; he
becomes more or less of an invalid; he frequently breaks
down, and requires the care and sick-room attendance of his
family and friends; he has to remain away from his work a
g-oocl deal, and he is sent to the seaside or other places)o
recruit, and if he happens to be a man of but moderate
means, the family finances hecome seriously embarrassed.

lie thus becomes a source of gra"e anxiety and a burden
to his wife and children, and a gloom is cast over them.
Their il1lli\'i,lual li"es are frequently overshadowed and
influenced hy his more or less invalid condition, and their
careers are often warped and even blighted by his self-sought
misfortune.

Now if it has to be admitted that a lIlan has a perfect right
to do what he likes with Ids 071J1l life, it does not follow that
he has any right to do what he likes with other people's. If
a man marries and has children, he has no right to make
them miserable and exercise a malign influence over their
lives by the folly and self-indulgence of his own; but this is
exactly what he does by yielding to his o\\'n inclinations, and
by ha\'ing his ,. good times" with the good things of this
life.

I t is well within his power to regulate his life, by learning
a little wisdom from the teaching of others, so that it may
produce the maximum of good and the minimum of evil, and
safeguard him at the same time against the growth and
development of that disease-germ, if he happens to have an
hereditary taint, which he knows his progenitors planted in
his system. But it does not suit him to do so; "he plays
for a fall," but in falling he brings others down with him, and
in so doing he does these innocent and irresponsible ones
unpardonable, irreparable wrong.

Then a man of this type, with his everlasting aches and
pains, his rheumatic joints and his gouty knuckles, his
medicated baths, his washings-out at Homburg or elsewhere,
and his grumpy temper, is an unmitigated nuisance to his
friends and acquaintances, and although some tolerate him,
all vote him a bore and have scant sympathy for him because
they know pretty well that his bodily ills are self-sought.

But it may be justly questioned if, under our ordinary
social environments, a man really has the right to do what he
likes with his own life if the way he takes to enforce his right
is offensi"e to other people. If a man blows his brains out on
his neighbour's doorstep he makes a mess, which is offensive
to other people and causes considerable commotion, which is a
nuisance in the community. Similarly, if a man leads a life
that brings sorrow, harm and loss to the members of his own
family, he commits an offence against the community, and
the fact of its being a section of the community that canuot
well resent it, does not anu cannot palliate the offence.

No man should be a nnisance to the community, nor to his
frienJs and relations, and if he is so because he considers he
has a right to do it, he does that which is eminently selfish
and he therefore deserves neither our pity nor our sympathy.

~ ~ ..-Gl'I

Dr. Haig conclusively proves that about eighty of the
maladies that aillict us are not diseases at all, but merely
the result of one and the same cause, uric acid poisoning.

He clearly shows that this slow but deadly poison is
swallowed daily in our food and drink, and specifies in what
foods the poison is found, and the quantity contained in each.
And flesh food is the principal medium by which this poison
accumulates in our bodies.

Yet, I regret to say, the medical profession are as much
:Iddicted to the use of dangerous foods and an irrational
system of eating and drinking as their lay brethen. The
food question as herein depicted does not form part of their
curriculum; they are taught at school and college that flesh
foods and the various extracts made therefrom are the most
Ilourishing and reliable in health and generally in sickness,
and they come to regard them in that sense all through their
professional career.

The school in which they have been taught is behind the
times; it practically ignores, in respect of food, the teaching
of analytical chemistry, and to this extent is fundamentally
wrong. And so the embryo medical practitioner emerges
from his training more or less ignorant of the elementary
principles of life.

As a fully-fledged doctor in large practice he mayor may
not know that there are scores of products richer in life
giving foods than can found in any flesh-foods, and that
these, if eaten with intelligence and wisdom, would sustain
health and strength much better than meat, and without
danger to life; but if he does know this he certainly keeps
it to himself as a rule. Our common experience is that
doctors generally recommend, or at all events favour a
meat diet, and that they do so because their medical training
gave them a bias in that direction there seems but little
doubt. But it is encouraging to note that progressi-;:e men
in the profession are now rapidly apprehendil;g the truth
concerning this important matter, and are becoming prom
inently active as workers to promote a general dietetic
reformation.

~ ~ .-.,
If we turn to our spiritual guides for help, we are no

better off, for among the clerics we find, with some few
bright exceptions, the same habit of living indulged in as
among other classes, and it is obvious that this section of
the community are not likely to give ns much help at present.

From the pulpit and from the scientific professions
should the note of warning come, but those who might be
the people's mentors are mostly dumb, those who might
lead are blind and are themselves in need of leaders.

And yet if it is necessary for a gardener to understa nd
what his vine wants for its nutrition, it is surely more
necessary for a human being to know what is required for
the nutrition of his own body. If it is considered necessary,
among other things, to instruct the young in the structun:,
habit, and culture of plant life, for instance, surely it is
more necessary to teach them some fundamental truths
ahout the structure, habits, and requirements 01 their O1Vtl

bod/cs.
It would be an extremely simple matter to commence even

with the infants(almost), and teach them that certain foods are
good and certain of them are bad; that good food makes good
flesh and blood, that a healthy state of body makes, as a rule,
a healthy mind, that a healthy wholesome mind makes good
morals, and that all these combineu make a good man.

------------ -L- . _

.. When a m?n die., the aogds ask-What good bas he done?"
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If this highly important food question were m;tde the
most pronu"llellt feature in our school training; if it were
commenced early an d continued late j if it were put before
the young in a simple, attractive way, and they were
thoroughly imbued with the necessity of making it the pi\-ot
upon which turn the issues of life. they would start upon
their career with some knowledge that would stand them in
good stead, instead of being sent forlh in uttcr ignorance of
the elementary principles of their own liyes. And the tide
of physical degeneration would soon be turned.

I n conclusion, once we become impressed with the reality
and weight of such considerations as these, it behoves us,
not only to apply the new prin ciples of life to our OW11

methods of living, but to see what we can do to enlighten
and help others. The vast majority of our fellow country
men still remain in total ignorance of the subject, though
the principles involved are so simple as to be easily grasped
by the most ordinary intelligence, and \\'ithal so vitally
important as to form the pivot upon \vhich all our chances
of long life and healthful happiness depend.

Opportunities of helping on the work of national re
generation are within the reach of all ; each one of us may
prevent suffering in himself by at once commencillg to live
upon natural and hygienic diet, and thus by constituting
himself an object-lesson help to spread abroad trul h concern
ing this matter.

William .E. Cooper.

DOES IT MATTER.

DOES IT MATTER whether we understand the Laws of !'\ature, or
in ignorance violate them?

DOES IT l\IATTER whether we are ill or well; whether we produce
or take steps to prevent OUI' physical ills?

DOES IT l\/ATTER whether we live "haphazard" and blindly follow
established customs?

DOES IT l\IATTER with what inheritance 01 mind and body we handi
cap our children's lives?

DOES IT l\IATTER what influence we exert by our personal example?

Do£s IT :lIATTER that thousands cut short their lives by wrong
living; lacking knowledge of physical laws?

DOES IT l\L\TTER that wrong dict sows the secds of the Drink Crave,
and paves the way for Intemperance?

DOES IT MATTER that \Vant and Starvation are in our midst, whilst
millions arc spcnt annually on flesh food, which is wasteful,
and unnecessary to buman life?

DOES IT l\IATTER that sucb food is costly and dangerous to bealth,
while the fruits and grains of the earth are pure, chcap, and
all-sufficient in nourishment?

DOES IT MATTER that flesh-eating is responsible for the horrors,
the cruelties, and the demoralizing effects of the slaughter
house?

DOES IT l\IATTER that torture and suffering to innocent life is in
separable from the cattle traffic and butchering tradc?

DOES tT MATTE'" that killing- for" Sport' is j"stified by the practice
of flesh-eating, and that fashion dcmands the victims of .. fur
and feather"?

DOES IT l\lATTER that tbc Glad Tidin~s or Peace on Eartb are
mocked by tbe moans of dying- animals?

DOES Ir l\IATTER that we celebrate Chrbt's Birth with carnage,
and substitute the sacnficu "f the helpless for tbe sacrifice of
personal indulgence and the lowel' self?

DOES IT "lATTER whethel' we thinl, of tbe'se things and shrink from
answering them, "r wbether we boldly face them, and so help
on the progress of I be world?

Frances L. Boull.

Practical Metaphysics.

T hiS dear old planet is fairly quivering" with the great
wave of light that is sweeping' over it. Call it what

you like, words are nothing, but the fact
is apparent to every man who has
eyes to see and a heart to under
stand, that the light of Truth is at
last breaking over a weary world.

No more sickness! No more
sorrow! No more poverty! This
wonderful truth is for you if only
you will receive it and will place no
barrier between you and its fulfil
ment. You are to be master. You
are to overcome your conditions,
and your conditions shall not over

come you.
Metaphysics! 'Vhat different

meanings the word has to diff
erent minds! How much de

pends upon our view point! Let us take the broad view
and realize that it relates to the measuring of philosophy,
and understand that the study of metaphysics relates to
the harmonizing of the physical as well as the spiritual
man,

To be sure here we are in the midst of all kinds of
theories and osophies, isms and creeds-schools which claim
to represent the' new thought' and which feel that they have
a corner on the truth ancl a reserve seat in the front row.
Now we are going to look at this' new thought,' which by
the way, is not new at all, from the standpoint of a
thinking individual. vVe know that if a thing is true, it
must conform and harmonize with e\'erything else that is
true, because only that which is true is everlasting, and all
else must fade away.

Discrimination is the first round on the ladder, so we will
adjust ourselves in this thought of Life and Light that is so
beautiful to the eyes that are open j and soon we shall know
for ourselves the 'Vay, the Truth, and the Light.

Let us be practical, and in being practical we will
commence by simplifying things somewhat, and coming into
an understanding with the realities of life.

\Ve have had so much 'theory '-let us affirm that the
aristocracy of the twentieth century shall be distinguished
by health and beauty of body, intelligence and harmony
of mind and conditions; and then we will prove it
not only think about it-but solidify that thought into
action,

It is no longer interesting to be an invalid. The day
when people 'enjoyed poor health' and were interesting
objects of sympathy, is past; and by the way, do stop
condoling with those who are manifesting physical in
harmony-and do not go to the other extreme and tell a
man he is 1Iot suffering when he knows he IS.

Teach people how to overcome; remove the obstacle;
show your patient the way, and do treat him like a reason
able being. Remember that each mind is different, each mind
requires a different chord, for it is attuned to a different
key. The man who responds to the chord of G will
never be moved if you strike the chord of D in dealing
with him; so you see yOtl must first reach your patient,
become attuned to his vibrations, ancl when you are in
harmony with him inspire him to overcome his in
harmonious condition and be master of himself.

"Forsake all and thou shalt find all."
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Common
Sense
and Diet.

Never
too Late to
Mead.

Mind
and Body.

Na case is hopeless until the soul has left
its dwelling place for all time. Health, full,
free. \'igorous is the demand; and what
\VC demand. knowing- it is ours, by every
law of l\ature we shall certainlv have.

The day we arc passing- on this planet i~ but one of
many days. ~Ian ne\'\~r steps outside of the Universal
Life. but while he is on this planet he is using for the
vehicle of his s()tll-expression an instrument, the superb
mechanism of \vhich should be comprehended and used
instead of abused, as is too often the case.

l':ow right here is the study of the law of use. \Ve
fmd a mode of thought whereby we are enabled to grasp
the principles that exist as causes amI effects in human
life, and to appLy them pra.ctically in our individual lives.

Some people seem to imagine that they can break
e\'ery Law of the Creator and then by their suggestion
avoid all the consequences or inharmonious results of their
vain attempt-for of course no one can break a Law, he
only attempts to do so. You might just exactly as well
throw yourself in front of a moving car and ask your
suggestion to stop the car or keep your body from being
hurt if the car strikes you. It is what the old-fashioned
churchmen would call II' tempting Providence;" and some
times these students of the new thought forget in their
enthusiasm to use their common sense.

,~ ~ -4'J

How really useful it would be if we students
of metaphysics would always use that much
neglected quality of common-sense in our
researches. l\ot long ago one of our leading
and prominent teachers had an article in her

journal on Diet. In it the writer ga\"e this thought, that a
man can eat anything he pleases-flesh of all kinds, boiled
pork and cabbage-in fact anything, and then' treat' him
self and it will not affect him.

"'hat I would like to know is, what is the use of filling
your body with destructive vibrations and then spending
your valuable time in o\'ercoming them. \Vhy not think,
live and act cOllstructz...;el}· all the time. and use your force in
a better way?

Of course if a man wishes to make a charnel house of his
stomach. poison his system with the vibrations of fear
which infill the stricken creatures whose bodies are his
food, that is his privilege. But do not be surprised if
disease on all planes attacks him whilst he is taking into
his system those forces that attract disease.

Do not think the study of diet has nothing to do with
the study of metaphysics, for it really is of vital con
sequence. Every force you take into your body, every
breath you draw. partakes of one of two qualities, con
struction or destruction, love or fear.

Everything you eat and drink, every thought, every
action, builds or disintegrates you. Do not you see then
that your food is to be carefully chosen, that the chemistry
of food corresponds closely to the spiritual alchemy, and
that in knowing yourself and the laws of your being you
find the perfect way?

These teachers and students of truth who declare that
they are going to remain in their present bodies for ever,
must remember one law, and that is that like attracts like,
and what belongs to them is all they can have. They
can remain in the body just as long as they build it
with vibrations that construct, but every vibration of fear
which enter~ the boely iu any \\-ay carries its disin
tegrating force. The law of the Lord is perfect, and only
in perfect life and perfect strength can we overcome the
last enemy, which is Death.

At one of our recent meetings the question of f1esh
eating came up, and one student said she did not
undcrstand why man should not have dominion over
evcrything; that she was in the habit of eating three
square meals a day, and eating everything but the dishes.
Another student remarked that she would rather eat the
dishes than most of the stuff that was put before her.
T\' ow you see it is all lack of understanding. \Ve believe
in three meals a day ourselves, but we believe in the
constructive foods, and that the preparing- of food is one
of the most important acts in the world, and one that
is the least understood.

~ ~ ~

Ah! How we hunger for the fruit thar is
Self-Culture. afar on the hills, and how indifferent we

seem to that which is within our reach.
Perhaps we are too indolent to grasp it. It is so easy
to neglect the common daily duties of life and feel they
are beneath our notice, when in their accomplishmel;t
lies the great secret-that to do the best we know how,
the work of to-day, leads us toward that work which we
love and which is ours.

Indolence, physical and mental, is one of the great
barriers to our becoming whole. I t is a good deal of
trouble to take proper care of the body, to take a
breathing exercise and a little physical exercise after it.
I t is quite an effort to control the mind, and through
that control become master of yourself and your condi
tions; but it is the sure way.

Of course it is easier to declare vou are well anvwav.
" Theories" are always easier thaI; practical fact;, b~t
to-day we are talking about ,. practical" metaphysics-
things that will pro\"e by the result the truth in them.

Do let us be reasonable. To be sure people who are
weak on any plane are not reasonable. You cannot talk
philosophy to a man who is starving, or reason with
him that his pain is delusion if he has a jumping tooth
ache. Help him to overcome the condition of po\"erty,
and the delusion of pain, and then teach him to be
reasonable so he won't get into such scrapes any more.

One trouble is that people read too much, and turn
the thought within too seldom. They eat too much and
do not exercise sufliciently, thus creating dyspepsia both
mental and physical. And one very useful cure for such
people is to inspire them to do something for somebody
else; try to make them realize that therein lies the
greatest happiness of life and that happiness is a con
structi ve force.

It is so strange the idea people have of Infinite Intelli
gence. A letter came to-day from a student in New
York. In it be said: "I have been an invalid from birth.
Have I any right to demand health? Perhaps it is the
\Vill of God that I should be ill." Oh, mv dear brother,
the \Vill of God is the Law itself, and the Law is all
harmony and love. To be sure all effect is from some
cause, but all can be cured, and every condition that is
not harmony can be brought into harmony.

So many people live in the thought of wonderful
pleasures and happiness of some future <;:ondition. \Ve
are in eternity now. To-day is all; there is no past and
there is no future in reality. So we must make the
highest and best use of the present moment, and the
future I present moment' will be all right.

--G'l ~O\ ~

The coming religion is one of optimism and
love, success and health. One of the microbes
which attracts the success microbe is cheer
fulness. Do smile about things. If they don't

please you smile anyway, and your displeasure will be

------------------------------------------
"A silent man is cften the only one in the crowd worth listening to."
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This article wiU be reprinted in pamphlet form. Price One Penn)· net

Grace M. Brown.

Be
Considerate.

Let me tell you another secret. Be calm. The greatest
growth is in the silence. The still, quiet strength is the
enduring quality. It is possible to use so much force of
will that you destroy instead of construct. The sun rays
are our life, and yet sometimes they come with such power
ful force that it means destruction.

Spiritual light and knowledge, to be practically applied,
should he sought for in a calm,' dignified manner, and
tempered with common sense and reason at the same time,
you don't want to seize just one thread and g-rip it with
such force that every other thread is rendered useless. No;
you want to polarize yourself and be temperate in all
things.

~ --4'1 ...,

Sometimes a man becomes such an extr.;
mist in his search for truth that he becomes a
gourmand in his aesthetic taste, and quite
forgets that other people have rights-that

means obscuring the very light he is seeking. You know
we have to consider everyone who crosses our path and be
considerate as well as forceful. \Ve find the greatest
clarifier of the spiritual atmosphere is unselfishness.

Knowledg-e of the finer forces of 'nature, or the occult
philosophy, as it is commonly called, gives to man unlimited
power, providing of course he uses it unselfishly and
according to the law, otherwise he soon loses his knowledge,
power of overcoming pain, power of ovel-coming conditions.

\Vhat is pain, anyway? It is the result of defective
advance, uneven development, and monstrous growths.
The body suffers when it develops monstrosities of any
kind, and its suffering is the warning cry. You do not want
to stop the pain until that which causes the pain is arrested
in its development. Pain is friendly; it only remains long
enough to warn you that something needs attention, and
that there is inharmony within, and as soon as yOll right the
condition and equalize once more, the pain leaves.

All that is real and eternal is God, and that which
emanates from God, and God is all harmony and all truth.
The real you exists as a part of that harmony. You have
your being in the Supreme Being, and that part of you which
is eternal :Ind real can express no discord. All that seems
discordant does not belong to yOll and must be cast out.

Your physical body is just as much spirit as any part of
you. It only differs in its rate of vibration, which corresponds
with the Earth's vibration, to enable you to manifest upon the
planet Earth.

Emanuel Swedenborg, who gave to the occidental world
its first lessons in practical metaphysics, and who revealed to
the modern school of thought the philosophy of vibration,
teaches us the law of influx. He places these teachings
on a scientific basis that will stand the test of time.

According to his teaching, and according to the
teachings of our own inner consciousness as well, the
human organism is built up on true mathematical principles,
as all truth must be, and every part of this organic
structure corresponds with and is an expression of interior
principles. Now tlzere is the keynote of practical healing
through the power of thought.

\Vhat a comfort it is that Truth is Infinite; that we
are a part of it and one with it. No matter how we
may distort it in our ignoring of the law-it is always
there. No matter how we may limit ollr capacity, it
rests with each individual man to Iav aside all barriers
and come into the full, free, glorious light of the
Truth.

I want to avoid is the man or
He suggests to me all kinds

Some
Useful
Exercises.

lessened. The one person
woman who never laughs.
of dreadfulness.

Laughter is a disinfectant; it casts out fear, and
when fear is cast out disease and inharmony soon follow.
Nothing' is more uplifting or more contagious than a
sweet happy smile. The word contagious has so long
been applied to disease that \ve forget good things can
be contagious also. There is a reason why we prefer to
associate with healthy, happy, successful people. Their
harmony is infectious, just as surely as the inharmony of
disease or fear is infectious, because it is often the fear,
not the dzseau, which is contagious.

I wonder if you ever heard how "Ia grippe" became
an epidemic. It suggests that it was the microbe of fear
and not influenza that caused it. A telegram came from
Russia telling about an acute form of influenza that had
attacked the royal family, or as it was expressed "had
a grip on them." \Vithin twenty-four hours there were
one hundred cases of la grippe in New York alone. It
soon became an epidemic, and until quite recently la grippe
was quite the fashionable way of disintegrn.tion.

It is a bad habit to think you must have every
disease you hear about. Change the vibration of that
habit and attract all the good things instead. You are
master of yourself if you only realize it, and no intruders
need enter your castle unless you permit them; and you
know it is much easier to keep bad tenants out than it is to
evict them after they have once taken possession.

Just be sure of yourself. You know the law. Be positive
about it. YOli feel the power within; cultivate it, and you
will soon cast out all fear.

.-G'I ,PI ,.,

Let me give you an exercise that will interest
you by proving to you how it will strengthen
and build you physically and spiritually if
you care to practice it.

After you have taken your morning bath,
and absorbed from the water the life essence in it, lie down
on your back on the floor with hands and arms stretched
dowl1\vard. Then slowly raise the arms straight up in the
air without bending- the elbows until you touch the floor
over your head. Take a deep breath each time you do
it and place your mind upon your desire for Health and
Understanding, or whatever may be the desire of your
heart. I t is a strengthening process to repeat the Lord's
Prayer as you inbreathe and raise the arms, and that
prayer properly said and rightly understood contains the
essence of one's heart's desire-" Lead us through temp
tation into Light "-isn't it beautiful? That is the correct
version, and what a consciousness of strength comes
over us' as we realize our prayers are answered and we
see t!lis Light. Take this exercise three times every day
-morning, noon and just before retiring. You will soon
find for yourself an inspiration that you knew n at of.

In taking any physical culture exercise remember that
through the thought you inbreathe while taking it will come
its results. It may give you love and understanding or it
may give you mere brute force. \Ve hear a great deal
about physical culture these days, and a fine thing it is too,
but I have noticed that some of these magnificent giants
who have acquired such marvellous muscle are too small
around the waist, the solar plexus is not developed. Too
small around the hend, the brain of the objective mind is
not developed; and also that they have not endurance.
Surely endurance is a proof of harmony. You must de
velop on all planes equally. The high Iy developed muscular
system must have the strong mind and powerfully de
veloped soul forces or it is 110t enduring.

.. Nothing is so grand as Truth-and nothine so forcible,"
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Progress of
the Food
Reformation.

Editorial Notes.

A series of remarkable and instructi\'e experiments were
recenth' made in the United States bv Professor

Cilittenden, PhD.. ScD., LL.D., or" the United
l'.~ijij~iI l;~~ States Department of Agriculture,

:md the results have altogether
upset the previously recognized
tables and estimates concerning
the amount of !"ood necessary for

. _. . ..~ .... the sustenance of the human body
r1J~~~:~.~:" _1:;""'" -. in a state of vigorous health.
tx1't": ." For the first time in history a duly qualified
~:, ~ ... investigator has been able to obtain a sufficient
., number of representative subjects, and to experi-
, - nlent upon them for a sufficient length of time

under scientific test conditions to arrive at accurate and
reliable conclusions.

The Professor employed six brain workers (University
professors and medical men); twenty men from the Army
Hospital Corps, as .epresentatives of moderate muscle
workers; and eight University athletes, men working their
brains moderately and their muscles excessively. The
experiment lasted from October, '9°3, to June, '904,
and was made under rigid modern scientific methods,
the men eating and working only in accordance with the
directions supplied.

His aim was to find out the smallest quantity of food
on which a man may keep his body in health and
strength, maintain his weight, and do his accustomed
work efficiently-as it is obvious that anyone who eats
mor~ eats too much, and throws upon his liver and kidneys
a needless and detrimental amount of labour.

The most important question which Professor Chittenden
proposed to solve was what is the smallest necessary
quantity of protdll (which is principally obtained from meat,
fish, eg-gs, nuts, milk and cheese). The estimate of physiolo
gists before this experiment was about r 20 grams, or a little
over.4 oz. Sir .Michael Foster, from the English point
of vIe\\", estimated r 30 grams as being necessary for a
man doing moderate work and weighing r 50 Ibs.

Professor Chittenden, however, has demonstrated that no
such quantities are needed, that S:) grams were sufficient for
the twenty soldiers, and S5 grams for the eiO"ht athletes
whilst he himself only needed 36 O"rams. A~d with thi~
reduction in the amount of proteid c~nsumed an increase in
health and strength was obtained.

The significance of the facts thus demonstrated may
be illustrated by the following remarkable record of
results ;-

The ordinary daily ration of the American soldier consists
of 75 oz. of solid food, 22 oz. of which consist of butcher's
meat.

Professor Chittenden reduced the diet of these soldiers
(and also the athletes) to S I oz. by eliminMing practically
the whole of the meat (21 oz.) and a small portion of the
other solids. He kept thcm on tllis diet for nine months
:lnd as a result it was found that although they were, at th~
commencement of the experiment, fully developed men
appm:ently at the zenith of their strength, yet at the end of
the nllJe months they were much strono-er and in much better
condition. The dynamometer record~d the fact that they
had actually gained about 50 per cent in strength, and their
work ~vas done ~\'ith greater ease and effect, their spirits
were lighter, theIr health was improved, and not one of
them cared to return to his former diet when at liberty to
do so.

\Ve may thns rest assured thercfore, that less time and
money need be spent on eating, that we shall be healthier
a~ld happier if we curtail our menu, that our housekeeping
bills may safely be lessened, that butcher's meat is quite
superfluous and that by such simplification and purification
of our food increased health and happiness may assllredly
be attained.

The prog-ress of the Food Reform Move
ment is now becoming rapidly accelerated,
and our humane and hygienic ideals and
principles are permeating all classes of
Society.

The press cuttings which reach me afford abundant
demonstration of this fact, and they are now so numerous
that it is impossible for our Staff to take advantaO"e of
all the opportunities which are thus created for w~itinO"

'"to t!le ~ewspapers.. \Vhereas a few ~'ears ago any
allUSIOn m the public press to the subject of Dietetic
Reform, that was not openly satirical or contemptuous,
used to be regarded by us as a most hopeful sign, and
a~ an exc~ptional opportunity for getting in a few words
wlth a \'lew to the enlightenment of the public mind.
?lOW our best and most influential journals are not only
showing that they regard this suhject as a matter of
practical politics, but are printing most helpful, sympathetic
and instructive articles which advocate the adoption of a
simple and natural dietary and which teach their readers
how to set about it.

A few weeks ago I was asked by the Editor ot the
Dar?)' Graphic to write a brief record of my experience
as an abstainer from flesh food, and in due course a
substantial cheque was sent me for so doinO" (which I
promptly contributed to the funds of the O.G.A.). If 1
ha? o!fered s~ch a testimony five years ago to any
dally Journal It would doubtless have been rejected as
savouril~g of •faddism,' if not of lunacy. These are signs
of the tunes that cannot be mistaken.

The flood of correspondence which has reached our
Offices as a result of the appearance of this article (and
of several similar ones written by some of our ~Jembers)

shows how wide-spread is the desire on the part of thought
ful and cultured persons to investigate the subject of
Food Reform, and to give it a practical trial for themselves;
and every worker in this Cause may now look forward
with confidence to the corning triumph of our Movement
and to rhe steady curtailment of butchery and the flesh
traffic.

Truly "the fields are white unto harvest," and all
that is now needed is persistent, earnest, and diplomatic
effort on the part of those whose hearts are enlisted in
this beneficent Cause. The public press is our pulpit, and
it is the most influential of all platforms to-day. Let me
urge all our ]\·fembers and Friends to use their pens upon
every. possible occasion, and to try to make every such
occasIOn a means of disseminating our educative literature,
so that a permanent influence may be exerted in e\'ery
home to which it thus finds its wa),.

And may r ask those who write to the Press to notifv
the fact that the Secretary of The Order of the Golde~
:'\~e (Pa!gnton, De\:on), \~'.ill alwa),s be pleased to supply
IlltormatlOn concenllng GUIde Books, standard works, and
other literature to all cnquirers who wish to studv this
matter and to ascertain the best means of O"ivin"O" the
fmitarian regime a trial. Thousands are now" ready to
educate themselves if only facilities are afforded them ~ and
we must put them in the W:l)' of doing so.

" Words are little things but they strike bard:'
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Our New
Councillors.

Vaccinated
Veal.

Tuberculous
Fowls.

Our :'.Iembers and friends will be glad to knew
that The Order has been strengthened by the
election of Sir \Villiam E. Cooper, c.1. E.,
and Mr. Ernest Newlandsmith, A.R.A.l\1., as

Members of our Council. Two able and influential literary
workers are thus added to our ranks, and many ne\~
adherents and friends are likely to be won by their exal
tation of our Ideals. The articles which are published in
this issue of our Journal above their signatures will enable
our readers to understand what an important reinforcement
of our fighting line has thus been sent to us.

I may mention that Sir \Villiam Cooper has just written
a book entitled "Errors in Eating and Physical Degener
ation" which he has presented to The Order, and which
is now being issued from our Publishing Offices in book
form, so that our stock of literary ammunition may be
augmented. The article published this month consists of
a few extracts made from the book, which is likely to be
very helpful in winning the attention and thoughtful
consideration of many in Society who have not hitherto
taken any interest in the subject of Food Reform; and it is
to be hoped that after reading this book such will apprehend
the significance of the subject and become desirous of
learning all that may be said in fa\'our of the Food
Reformation from the higher standpoints as well as from
that of Hygiene. The price of the book in cloth binding
will be sixpence post free, so as to bring it within the reach
of those whose means are moderate, and I hope that every
reader of The Herald will obtain a copy for lending purposes,
as much good may thus be accomplished.

Mr. Ernest Newlandsmith is about to deliver a course
of Lectures on Artistic and Spiritual Ideals in the principal
towns of the United Kingdom; those first to be visited
being Bournemouth, Brighton, Cheltenham, Oxford, Bath,
Bristol and Birmingham. There can be no doubt that the
true mission of Art in this and other lands is being "forgotten
by the artistic world, and artists, instead of using their
divine gifts to ennoble, humanize, and uplift their fellows,
are too often content to look upon their calling as a mere
means of gaining a livelihood. Yet they, of all others are
specially qualified to play an important part in bringing
about soci'1l regeneration by means of a Renaissance of
true Ideals and of the simple and spiritual life.

Members and friends living in the towns above men
tioned who would like to assist in any way, are invited
to write to our Secretary.

Our Council has further been strengthened by the
election of Dr. John \Vood, M.D., of Oxford, a true
comraue who for many years has quietly used his extensive
influence in the advocacy of the important truths for which
we contend. The great experience he has acquired
during his long career as a physician, will make his advice
and help of much value to the Executive of the Order, and
doubtless enable us to extend our influence in the scientific
and medical world.

+ + +
A very significant corroboration of the claim

The which is made by the advocates of abstinence
Remedy from flesh-food that a natural fruitarian dietary
for tends to remove desire for strong drink,
Intemperance. was published on August 11th, by the Editor

of the Clarion in the columns of that journal.
I n relating his experience as a convert to total abstinence

from flesh, he tells his readers how his taste for alcohol
rapidly disappeared, and then states :-

"These things have come upon me as a revelation. I begin to
see that the great cure for the evil of national intemperance is not
teetotal propaganda, but \·egetarianism. Let our Temperance friends
con~ider this. It is most important. If we can get the people to
give up eating meat, till! dn'llk problcm will soh'c itself."

Mr. Blatchford also found that the purification of his diet
lessened his taste for tobacco; his experience is as follows:-

"I have been a heavy smoker for more than thirty years. I
have often smoked as much as 2 ounces of tobacco in a day. I
do not suppose that I have smoked less than 8 ounces a week for
a quarter of a century. I have some old meerschaum pipes as
black as crime, and as rank as sin. If there was one thing in life
which I feared my will was too weak to conquer, it was the habit
smoking, \Vell, I have been a vegetarian for eight weeks, and I
find my pa~sion is weakening.

It is astonishing. I cannol smoke those black pipes now, I
have had to get new pipes and milder tobacco, and I am not
smoking half an ounce a day. It does not ta~te the same; I am not
nearly so fond of it, and I am told that this is quite common."

~fay I commend this significan t testimony from the
author of " Merrie England" to all Temperance workers as
being worthy of their serious consideration, and also suggest
to ladies who are afflicted with husbands that are addicted
to the excessive use of strong drinks and an inordinate
fondness for black pipes, that it would be good policy on
their part to throw in their lot with the Food-Reformers, and
to educate themselves as artistic vegetarian cooks without
delay. + + +

It is just as well that the carnivorous public
should be made fully aware of the fact that
calves, in whose bodies an average of fifty
sores have been produced by inocculation

with matter, "obtained (in the words of Dr. Monckton
Copeman, Medical I nspector of the Local Government
Board) in the post-mortem room, from cases of smallpox
that died," are freely sold in the meat markets of the
towns and cities of England.

I t was recently admitted in the House ot Commons by
Mr. Gerald Balfour, that about a thousand carcases of
such vaccinated calves were sold for food in London in
1903-4, and the Local Government Board declined to give
the dead bodies of these much used (or ill-used) animals
decent burial, on the ground that such action would
involve a cost of £4,000 per annum. And consequently
the British public, the thoughtless, gullible, easy-going
British public, eat up this garbage-and then wonder that
they should suffer from ill health.

This matter led to an interesting triumph of lay
common-sense over conservative medical opinion at a
meeting of the Camberwell Borough Council, at which
the local Medical Officer expressed the remarkable opinion
that "considering that these calves had been well fed and
well tended, J should imagine that when people have got
rid of sentimental ideas on the subject such veal would
command a better price."

A local Councillor said he " supposed that if a thousand
dead cats were palmed off on the public as rabbits, their
medical officer would make a similar report." And as a
result of this passage of arms the following resolution was
passed by a large majority:-

"That the Members of Parliament for this Borough be asked to
reque,-t the Local Government Board to destro)' the carcases of
calves vaccinated for lymph at L.G.B. vaccinating stations, instead of
returning tbem to the contractors to be sold for food in London, and
that other Borou~h Councils in London be asked to take similar action."

But the L.G. B. declined, and the vaccinated veal is
still on sale. And the only apparent way for intelligent
people to protect themseh'es and their children from the
danger of eating such filthy food is to abstain from all
further consumption of butchered calves.

'"' + or·
On July 4th another allusion of our car
nivorous friends received a damaging blow,
for the prevalent idea that 'white meat' such
as chicken, is both safe and wholesome was

much shaken by a poultry farming expert who informed a
representative of the Daily Express that "Thirty per cent

II The: very b~st thing worth living for i~ to be: of use."
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Another
Important
Witness.

Pure Diet
and Psychic
Powers.

SpOt'ting
Barbarities.

Another
Great
Fruitarian
Record.

Last year Mr. George Allen (the long
distance fruitarian champion walker) knocked
seven day~ off the walking record from
Land's End to John O'Groats, and now
Mr. George Olley has 100vered the unpaced
cycling record for the same course by
[1 hrs. [0 mins. He completed the journey

of 857 miles in 3 days, 20 hI's., 15 mins., all average rate
of 220 miles per day, and an average speed of 9'3 mile,;
per hour inclusive of stoppages. During the whole of the
period of nearly 4 days, only 6 hours were given to sleep.
And at the end of the ride he was so fresh that he went
on with the intention of breaking the 1,000 miles record
by 24 hours j but a continuous storm of wind and rain
made this impossible and the attempt had to be abandoneu
after an additional 44 miles had been co\-ered.

This great athletic representative of our Cause was
examined, after 37 hours' continuous riding, by Dr. Stur
ridge, at Kendall, who was palpably astounded at his mental
and physical condition; instead of finding an exhausted
man, he has since stated in writing that he found one
with mind clear and active, looking as though he was just
preparing to start on his big task.

Such performances as these ought to demonstrate to
all intelligent and reasonable persons the immense reserve
of stamina and staying power that is furnished by a wisely
chosen fruitarian dietary. 1\11'. H. Light (ex-Captain of
the V. C. C.) reports that the following significant features
were most marked:-

I. Tbe rider's cbeerfulncss and mental alertness throughout
the ride.

1. The ease with which he was always awakened and was
"eady to spring into the saddle.

3. His surprisingly fresh condition during the ride and at its
close, and the absence of stiffness.

Mr. Olley has just entered the blissful realm of
matrimony, having married a young lady whom he rescued
a short time ago from dro\',;ning in the Thames, upon the
occasion of her having- fallen into the water whilst boating.
Our readers will, I am sure, unite with me in wishing Mr.
Olley and his bride the fullest measure of happiness.

'%' '%' '%'

Many revelations have recently been made
in the Police Courts concerning the brutali
ties which are associated with horse racing
and blood sports.

A master of a pack of otter hounds ,,~as sent to gaol
for a month for indulging in the pastime of putting
numerous cats into a large drain pipe which formed a
cui de sac, and sending terriers to worry them to death.
Further instances of th~ impalement of tame slags upon
railings, or of their mutilation upon barbed wire fences
in their attempts to escape the packs of sa\'ag-e houuds
and the cowardly mobs of ruffians who follow them, have
come to light. And several jockeys have been heavily
fined either for cruelly punishing their horses with the
butt ends of their whips, after unslIccessful races, because
the POOl' brutes fa/led to ~lJill. or for spurring them so

I unmercifully in their attempts to g-et to the winning post
first, as to cause on their sides bleeding patches that
looked like raw meat.

Tt is reported in the Press that at l\linehead, a poor
dead-beat stag entered the town and after jumping several
walls and crossing gardens was taken in a hotel yard. It
was then torn to pieces in the public streets in the presence
of hundreds of spectators-who were, apparently, either
too heartless or too cowardIv to interfere. North Devon is
becoming notorious for such scenes of sickening brutality,
and it is high time that some effort were made to suppress

... 'i< >{.

Additional testimony concerning the help
fulness of purity in diet to all who are
investigating psychic phenomena and in
quest of spiritual understanding was recently
furnished by Archdeacon Colley, who is re

ported in the same journal on Sept 16th as follows :-
"The spiritualism I belic"e in is that of the Bible. It the

visits of angels recorded in Holr "'rit can be believed, why
should it not he believed that spirits are sometimes sent from the
spirit world even now to communicate with those on earth?

\Ve read of a spirit ministering to Elijah, and we read that
Christ, after the resurrection, entereu the room where his disciples
were sitting, fully dressed, so that He could be seen and touched.
though the doors were shut. It is fmther recorded that the spirits
of tbe dead appeared unto many.

I hold the conviction that spirit is rarefied matter, and that
the time is not far off when the im'isible world will be seen and
tbe intangible sensibh' felt.

Xo amount of talk against spiritualism would convince me, but
I know how difficult it is for people to accept experiences which
ther fail altogether to comprehend. I have learnt by experience,
patient experiment, and years of quict study and r..search, and
others must do likewise to obtain the same result.

\"e have it in the gospels that certain miracles could onl\' be
performed by prayer and fasting, and to receive spiritual mani.
festations a state of receptivity Olust be prepared.

I have been aided, I belie,·e. by li-;.'ing 0" " 11cgdarian diet, and
by abstaining from alcohol and tobacco.

I have found in my own parishes instances of the visitation of
spirits, and I belie\'e that more would be recorded were it not that
people were afraid of ridicule.

It is my contention that psychical research will lead to a fuller
understanding of the mysteries of Holy \'hit, and that many dis
co,'eries may be expected from science wbich will throw light on
the matter."

of the poultry reared ill this country, and consequently
served up at table, haye sutTered from some form or other
of tubilrculosis." .\n oRicial of the National Poultn' 01'-
g-:lI1ization Society said :- .

"Thcrc arc di~tricts in England where it is impossible to carry
on p,'ullry farming- owing to the germs of tuberculosis in the soil.
I havc frequcntly scen in the best poultr), shops :lOd in restuarant
,\"indows, skinny birds which, to the expert eye, obviously have had
tuberculosis. "'either farmer nor salesman is to hlame, as the bird
frequently exhibits no out ward sign I hat it has suffered from the
Jiscase. Such diseases as roup. wet rOllp, swelled head, diseased
wattles. gapes, liver disease and pip, all of which are w~1I known
t" poultr>' farmers, arc merel)' different forms of tuberculosis."

Let us hope that these revelations may help to hasten
the triumphant progress of the Food Reformation.

'%' 'i< '%'
Some remarkable statements were recenlly
made by Mrs. Annie Besant to a represen
tatiye of the Daily Exprt'ss, aud were re
ported in that journal as follows ;-

I. , I dislike to talk of astral phenomena and mv
o\\'n astral experiences,' said the Theosophist leade;.

Hut this I will say, as I have said man)' times before: Jean
projcct my astral spirit where I will, I can communicate with those
of mv friends who are dead.

Don't think that I am claiming supernatural power. It is a
case of simpl), using a law of :o\ature not commonl), understood.
"'hen I sa)' that anyone can do this, I mean an)' one who will
de,'elop the power within him. A person who wants to be a great
mathematician will de"ote long- and arduous stud,' to mathematics.
So with what you call astral ·phenomena. .

Observe the diflerence bctween astral phenomena and spiritual
ism; they are exactly the opposite. In spiritualism the spirit returns
to this plane; in the other, thc astral spirit of the li,-ing man or
woman goes out of its own free will to meet the spirit which has
passed.

\Vhat happens to the body meanwhile? Sometimes it is in a
trance, sometimes asleep. Have )'ou cver thought of what becomes
of you when ),our body sleeps? JVe k"o'l1'.

~o; it is not easy to attain command of the a!>tral body.
LO:lg year,; of study and a pure life are necessary if the astral
spirit is to have power to lea"e the material body; but dieting, too,
enlers into the preparation. A strictly vegetarian diet, though milk
may be allowed, must be resorted to, I myself have not touched
flcsh foods for .ixteen years.

"A m~n must die unto himieU before the Truth can live in him."
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Diet and
Longevity.

Confessions
of a
Medical
Man.
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All Members and Friends are invited to remember thal their

Subscriptions for '906 become due at the end or this
year. Donations forwarded early in December call be
acknowledged in our next issue.
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Our
Exchequer.

Anglesea, the Mar-
chioness of ...

Bamke, ;',Irs., senr .
Bayliss, 1\liss 1\1. H ..
Beard, 1\1 r.. Sidney H. 50
Bradley, 1\lr. and 1\lrs.

W.E.
Buxton, 1\liss ...
Caird, Mrs. H.
Cardew, Sir F.
Cardew, :\Ir. Claude A.
Cooper, Sir \V. E.,

C.I.E.
Donavon, Mr. H. COo ..
Earle, 1\1 rs.
Elliot, Miss R.
Emory, :Ilr~....
Goss, ;',Ir. D. C.
Gostling, i\h. D.
Grant, :'Iliss E. B.
Grant, 1\lr. W. B.
Kemp, Mr. F. G.
King, l\Ir. A. W. 1\1. ...
Knox-Field, :IIrs.
Lewis, Signora
1\luller, l\liss Maxwell.
Newlandsmith, 1\lr. L.

assisted III the formation of Health Societies, and
worked with good effect among children; Mr. Samuel
Saunders, whose example as an agriculturist should be most
instructive to Statesmen and Social Reformers (g') ; 1Ir.
Thomas "Tyles , for 60 years a teacher, and whose interest
in social questions has been 'of special value (88); ;\lr.
Samuel Pitman (82), who worked for many years with his
eminent brather, Sir Isaac Pitman; and Miss 'Varlow (80).

The London \'egetarian .-\ssociation are to be con
gratulated UpOIl having adopted this excellent plan for
bringing the subject of Diet in relation to Longevity thus
forcibly before the public.

o!< o!< ~

In consequence of our large output of gratui
tous literature, to Public Institutions and in
fluential persons in all parts of the world, the
Exchequer of the Order is heavily over·

dra wn. This distribution of educative printed matter must
not be stopped at this present time, for the hour has
come when leaders of thought and public opinion in all
lands are prepared to give serious consideration to the
claims of this Movement and to the practical and benefi·
cent truths we proclaim.

fhe demand for books, leaflets and information has never
been so large as it is at the present time, and our Secretarial
Staff is kept busily employed and will soon need to be
stre'~gthened. The importance of maintaining such a Centre
of influence, is thus demonstrated; but it involves heavv
expenditure. .

Our Missionary work must go for~vard, and therefore
I again invite all philanthropic and truly Christian souls
to co-operate with us in our endeavour to thus promote
human welfare and upliftment and also lessen the cruelties
that are being inflicted upon the animal world. \Ve need
several hundred pounds in order that the great oppor
tunities of the year 1906 may be met without any
discouraging sense of financial burdens.

The following donations towards the maintenance of
our propaganda ha\'e been received since our last issue,
irrespective of amounts received in purchase of books and
pamphlets, and all yearly subscriptions for our l\Iagazine,
and the same are gratefully acknowledged by the Council :-

£. s. d. £. s. d.
Noble, Mr. G. ti b

Noble, Mr. G. 6
Palet, Mr. Romesh

Chandra
Parker, i\liss A.
Parker, 1\liss E.
Peet, i\1 rs. :\1.
Pollard, ]\Ir. A. E.
Potts, The ReI'. C. C.
Plaskill, :\lr. R.
Pratt, :\11'. G. A.
Rice, 0,'. G....
Roberts, :\Ir. j.
Rose, Councillor, R. V.-.
Sahitz" Shushan, Mr.

Jain \'aidya
Smith, Mr. Luther \\'.
Taylor, ;\Irs. ;',1. B.
Tillard, :'Ilrs. L. E.
Tonge, Miss jessie
Turner, ;',1 r. H.
Waite, ;',Ir. E. \-.
Wilson, :\Irs. E. :-:.
Winslow, :I1rs. $. Y.

\'. D.
Slims under halt-~·

crown

the shocking cruelties that are annually perpetrated by those
who follow Sir John Amory's and the Quantock hounds.

Surelv there is need for the exaltation of humane ideals
in this •Christian' country! \Vho will help?

The rapid growth of humane sentiment will soon bring
about the abolition of tame stag hunting, and it is to be
hoped that the pitiable and ludicrous spectacle of a
scarlet-coated crowd of humans, setting forth armed wi th
long poles, in order to accomplish the destruction by
cruel means of a s111all creature like the otter, will soon
be a thing of the past. And all humanely disposed per
sons are becoming increasingly inclined to discountenance
horse-racing, because of the cruelty which is inevitably
involved in it,-for broken backs and legs, to say nothing
of broken hearts and lacerated flesh-are the frequent
accompaniments of the steeplechase or the ordinary event.

+ + or
In a letter published in the Daily Graplzic on
September '5th, Dr. John Haddon emphasizes
the need which exists that all medical men
who wish to be considered progressive and
up-to-date, should seriously study the subject
of Diet in relation to Health. After speaking

of the physical benefits which he and his patients have de
rived from abstinence from butcher's meat and the adoption
of hygienic and fruitarian fare, he writes as follows:-

" lily experience is only one in many such experiences, even among
medical'tT1en, some of whom have done their best to convince their
brethn;n of their statements, but have generally been branded as
faddists and enthusiasts, even by the leaders in the profession. It is
said tbat a man is either a fool or a physician at forty years of age. I
have been a physician since /S6i, am now sixty years of age, and I
must confess that, although I was made a physician in the right
orthodox way, with all due ceremony, I was still a fool, and long con
tinued so, as to diet. \\'hen I look back upon my medical career, and
think of the time 1 spent in learning all about our drug-s-how they
were produced, their dose and their action - and remember how
lillie was told me as to food, and knowing now that even that little
was wrong, surely I cannot be blamed if I use every possible oppor
tunity of endeavouring to have our medical students taught at least as
much about food as they arc about drugs. Since I became something
like a physician, in the sense of the proverb, I have used my experience
of diet in the treatment of different kinds of disease. I have en·
dea"oured to get at those who were, as it were, given up by the
profession, and I must confess that to me the result has been, .:om
pared with my former experience when dominated by drugs, perfectly
miraculous. The list which I could give of diseases that, in my own
experience, have yielded to dietetic treatment, astonishes my medical
brethren, but such experience is not new or solitary. Tbe wise and
the learned in all ages who have paid allention to diet-many of them
having been obliged to study it for their own sakes-have had the
same experience."

I am glad to be able to report that letters are continually
reaching us from progre~sive doctors, who have not only
apprehended the true significance of the Food Reform Move
ment and adopted our way of living for themselves, but who
are prepared to use their influence for the advancement of
our Cause and to instruct their patients concerning dietetic
hygiene. As such action on their part at the present
moment demands moral courage, and often the risk of
financial loss through offending patients who are inordinate
lovers of the flesh pots of Egypt, it is worthy of all praise.

~ l>~. If4
An important meeting to hear addresses
from Octogenarian vegetarians on the sub
ject 01 "Life, Health, and Disease" will
take place on Friday, October '3th, in the

Large Hall, Memcrial Hall, Farringdon Street, London,
under the auspices of the London Vegetarian Assotiation,
commencing at 7.30 p.m. It will be aJdressed by the
Chairman, Mr. C. P. Newcombe (80); Dr. 1'l'layor, Latin
Professor in the University of Cambridge (80); l\Ir.
Joseph Wallace, author of "Physianthropy" and other
Medical Works (84); Mr. T A. Hanson (86), who has

-----'----------_._--------------
.. Men and women must stand erec:t-not be k"pt erect."
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• " Hard Times," by Charles Dickens.

remark "Louisa, never wonder," hc put into two short
words an exccllent recipe for extinguishing the light of
art in our daily life.

To one man the sight of an old toy-book or tov
animal, dear to him in former days and now flung upo~
the dust-heap, excitcs 110 emotion; to another man it is
as though an old friend were being scorned and ill
treate~. Some people arc too much inclined to despise
such simple "feeling," calling it mere sentimentality, but
there arc many cases in which the inner fieelil/g of rio'ht

• • b ,

some remll1lSCenCe, or some association, will hold a man
back from wrong-doing when mere r~aSOll would be in
sufficient.
. The man who could not forge a cheque because the
II1fluence of a certain picture on the wall restrained him
found a helping hand extended to him that would no~
ha\'e existed to the inartistic and matter-of-fact individual.

Therefore let us remember to encourage true artistic
p.erception in children. This we can do by means of the
simple art of nursery rhymes, with their pictures and
tunes j by fairy tales j and by folk-songs. Only the other
day I came across a picture of Red Riding Hood and
the "Volf that gave me intense delight. Men and women
ought never to lose this childlike pleasure-no matter
how hard they may have to fight in the battle' of life,
nor how painfully they may have journeyed throucrh the

1 ~ b
v.a e ot tears. Not only do such simple artistic percep-
tIOns form a never ending source of delight, but
they also help greatly in maintaining that childlike spirit
of simplicity which does not readily link itself with that
wbich is evil. Should that which is evil be allowed to
enter into our life, this quiet joy will be driven away.

From the above rough outlin,e it wiil be seen that
artistic happiness and delight is really an inward state or
beatitude, and does not depend upon the possession of
those art treasures which money only can buy. Art can.
and ought to, enter into and light up the lives of all
people however poor they may be in this world's goods.

. The rich man, surrounded with pomp and vanity, with
hIS fine picture gallery, his extensive library and magnifi
cent music-room, may very possibly fail to glean as
much artistic happiness from it all as the poor cottacrer. ~

may obtall1 from the sight of a single flower.
Nevertheless, following in the path which we have

pointed out, we shall no doubt like to surround our
selves (as far as may be wise) with some material
emblems of beautiful ideas-e.g., 'Vorks of Art. \Ve
must however be very careful in selecting these works of art.

How is it that a card containing a single verse of
poetry or a hymn is often infinitely more precious to some
one than a great picture of high market value? Simply
because the halfpenny card says more and stands for
more to them than the picture valued at a thousand
guineas. Therefore we should endeavour to surround
ourselves with such books, pictures, music, and furniture
that say most to us, seeing strictly to it that we onlY
allow the presence of those works of art wlzich sa}' tlz;t
whiclz it £s good for us to hear.

This makes a very good general rule by which we
can guide our choice in such matters.

of the Gradgrind philosophy in
Gradgrind * made his famous

Daily Life.,
mArt

In adJition to thosc who arc de\'oting their li\'cs to
the artistic \'ocati~n there are no doubt many pcople

who wish to know how thcy may apply
artistic ideals to their evcryday life; how

they mayintrocluce into even
the most prosaic existence
some inner gleam of artistic
activity that will brighten,
illuminate, and refine their
characters until they attain
step by step to the I deal
which is calling to each
one of us.

And here it may be said
at once that, however mun
dane and sordid certain

~t;~~~~~L'-' life-works may appear to be,
.,. all life ollght 10 be artlsti,.

The artist-labourer in any
activity whatever, be it hicrh

or humble. will always produce the finest resnlts. And this
is only to be expected when we remember that the artistic
temperament is the highest and best temperament.

No doubt it is sometimes difficult for us to realize
this when artists allow their artistic faculties to become
abnormally developed at the expense of sound reason
and intellect, upsetting the proper balance of mind and
causing them to become but poor specimens of humanity.
But grand is the Artist-Philosopher who, seein cr the
glory of the Divine Light e\'er around him, preserv~s his
mental \'ision clear and unimpeded!

\Ve look forward to the day when professional artists
will be no longer required-to the dawn of that New
Age when the spiritual insight of man will be so
awakened that even the shops, the streets, the buildings,
and the common objects of daily use will all be pervaded
by an inarticulate sIgnificance approaching to the sublime.
The art-spirit in daily life does not depend upon ex
ternals. I t is an inner consciousness.

The man who cannot make even the sweeping out of
a room into a spiritual act has either not progressed
very far with his inward vision-or else, and more prob
ably, has ceased to discern that which he could see quite
clearly when he was a child.

\Vho is there amongst us that does not remember
how in childhood's days the rag doll, the toy donkey.
and the very spoons and forks, seemed to possess a sort
of inward es.sence of their own-a sort of "personality"?
And these Ideas, so far from being foolish, as some
would have us believe, are in their greater part true,
and well worth preserving. \Ve should not, as we grow
older, allow such perceptions to be altogether, extin
guished, but duly carry them along into the serious
business of our life.

There is far too much
our midst, and when Mr.

"If you would enter into Life, pluck your idols from your hrarts!'
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Everyone should start early in life to form a library
of his own-however small. If the books are carefully
selected, they will in time become his dear friends.

Everyone should also-when possible-endeavour to
form some collection of carefully chosen pictures. Those
who cannot afford to buy really good pictures had best
content themselves with good reproductions. There are
now so many good pictures reproduced by carbon, platino
type, and photogravure methods that they are, in this
way, placed well within the reach of very moderate
purses. A shilling carbon copy of Rossetti's "Beata
Beatrix" forms a Christmas or hirthday card that should
bring the recipient many true and happy hours. Such
carbon or photogravure pictures should be framed in
broad panel frames, the frame being flush with the pic
ture and no mount being left visible.

Volumes might be written about music in the home
circle, but here again the same rule applies-choose
music that says something to you, and that says that
which it is good for you to hear. Lose no opportunity
of hearing such music whenever the chance offers. Prob
ably the best music for the home-circle is part-singing j

it costs nothing, is good for the health, and requires no
instruments save those which Nature has provided.

When one thinks of all the hard practising of scales
and arpeggios going ou around us, and the endless
musical examinations that most of our young' folk go in
for, it is somewhat depressing to find that scarcely any
of these musical aspirants can give the least adequate
expression to a simple little pianoforte solo. \Vith the violin
it is even worse. The fact of the matter is this-they
do not. study art at all, but they spend their whole time
grappling with the scz'ellce 0/ tlte keyboard.

To all these people I would say: "Can you play four
simple notes with an artistic proportion-both in tone and
rhythm-that will arrest the attention of the listener and
make him feel that yOIl have said sometlting? "

If not, don't bring out a sonata, a scherzo, or a
ballade, for it is mere jingling! Study your four notes
first. Study until you can play a simple little melody in
single notes with just that subtle degree 0/ intensity that
causes people to feel, and remember that a single phrase
beautifully interpreted is far better than the "clatter of
loose notes."

Art also enters into our life in all the common objects
that surround us-such as furniture, wall papers, car
pets, curtains, ornaments, and so forth. Here the key
note should be Simplicity.

Quiet, bold outlines such as tend to rest and
strengthen the mind and character are what we should
choose, avoiding all those complicated ntlgar effects
that-reeking of earth and showy craftsmanship-stifle
and confuse the spiritual faculties. 1\1 any a smart London
drawing-room, surfeited with gross materialism, affords a
striking example of an evil art which is degrading to
the soul.

But, after all, the arts such as we know them are but
preliminary! They are but the beginnings of a higher
spiritual activity. As Emerson would say, they are only
" initial."

\Ve Artists have our ideals and we strive to fix them
in our music, painting, writing, and so forth. But these
are early days.

The fact is everyone-whether he likes it or not-zs
himself (l liv"'lg ~f)ork of art, in the sense that he is an
outward material manifestation of an inward spiritual
essence or content. He cannot breathe without being- an
agent for good or evil. \Vhat we want is the man who
is a true work of art in himself-the man who by his
very presence, and still more by his conduct of life, in
fects us all with the highest feeling-the perfectness of
things-the heavenly attainment.

And so it is that the greatest art of all-that art in
which every man, woman, and child ought to be a worker
-is not the moulding of inanimate clay into the Ideal,
not the moulding of sounds into the Ideal, the moulding
of our lh'es and character into the Jdeal!

A living work of art! A work of art which, com
mencing as art, finishes as nature-a work of art that
breaks down the dividing line between itself and reality.
For we must see to it that, as living works of art, we
manifest the Divine Spirit, and, as far as may be,
nothing contrary to it. \Vhat an artist is the mother
who-by her influence and conversation, by a word or a
look-infects her children with that right feclz'ng which
in turn becomes right character.

Most of us have formed high Ideals in our youth,
and these we ought to have retained. If we have lost
them we must revive them whilst there is yet time.
There can be no doubt whatever as to this necessity if
we really aspire to live the Life which is Eternal.
Having once experienced aud set up the Jdeal in our
lives we must keep our faces steadily fixed towards it
hewing off from our characters all that clashes with it,
day by day, year by year-cutting off this, and round
ing that, until the very expression of the soul we are
working out begins to shine forth from our faces.
Thus and thus only can we attain to the higher Life!

\Vhatever the circumstances may be, there, straight
before us, stands the Jdeal. \Vhether grief or joy, sick
ness or health, success or failure may be our lot, each
position, each state of existence, has its own particular
Ideal. Yet although the ideals that are open to us in
fashioning this living work of art-a perfected character
are many and varied, they must all fit in and be at one
with the Prevailing Spirit or Ideal-namely that Divine
Life to which we hope some day to attain and the
Vision of which we must keep ever before us. For it is
plain that in any art it is impossible to fashion our
material into a semblance of the Ideal we are seeking
unless we keep this same ideal firmly centered in our
minds.

So it is in the art of life. The man who-on hearing
a true and great artist-cried "Oh that I could !zve like
that song sounds!" was no fool; he was unconsciously
annunciating a great truth. And it is the mission of art
at the present moment to bring the Ideal so strongly
before men's eyes that they realize that they must either
strive to live up to it or perish-that they must over
come all obstacles, and tread down their lower nature,

.. Many wish to know, but few ca.re to pay the fees."
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andof Simple

Diet.

A PERSONAL TESTIMONY.
(Reprinted. by reque ..t. (rom the f).z.ily (;ra/J:/(.)

Advantages

Natural

'fhe

1,wenty years of experience as a seeker after a diet
that is both hygienic and sustaining have taught

me some valuable lessons, and as my
quest has been rewarded with success,
I am glad to pass 011 to others some
of the helpful knowledge which I have

gained by personal experiment, exten
sive obsen'ation, and much reading.

The buildillg of a healthy body, like
the construction of a sound dwelling

house, depends upon the .quality of the
materials used for the purpose and the
care with which they are incorporated.
Every intelligent person realizes the incon
venience of hecoming the occupier of a
"jerry-built" house, but very few realize
the fact that a human tabernacle of a
similar character should, and can be,
avoided. And few indeed are those among
us who, in this matter of selection of our
daily food, have not "done the things

~ which we ought not to have done, and
left undone the things which we ought to

have done "-and all for the want of thought and hygienic
education.

Until eleven years ago I laboured under the popular
delusion that flesh food is natural and essential for human
sustenance under present conditions. and up to that date
my efforts to O\'ercome chronic indigestion and the con
sequent e\'idences of malnutrition were ineffectual. But
in 189-+ Illy attention wail drawn to the terrible cruelty
involved in the flesh traffic, and to the fact that man is
by nature a frugivorous (fruit-eating) animal. I then
resolved that, sink or swim, I would abstain from
butchers' meat henceforth, and try to live in harmony
both with the law of Nature and the law of Love. In
consequence I began at once to look around for sub
stitutes for flesh, and to study and experiment in dead
earnest, with the result that the initial difficulties were
soon overcome, and J found that I had, as it were, at
last "struck oiL"

At the time J was in a very weak and neurotic con
dition through prolonged mental overstrain, and my
physique showed serious indications of malnutrition,
resulting from a dietary that was more stimulative than
nutritious, while being difficult to digest. I was incapable
of any serious physical exertion, was wearing spectacles
for double astigmatism, and was unable to read for half
an hour without experiencing headache. Thus I com
menced my career as a total abstainer from carnivorous
food under discouraging conditions, but with the follow
ing result.

My attacks of indigestion soon became less frequent,
my strength soon increased, and my brain became clearer
and capable of doing much more and Illuch better work.
vVithin three years I laid aside my glasses, and have never
worn them since, and I am now able to read small print
for hours without any inconvenience.

Although I devoted my time and strength with enthu
siastic ardour to the advocacy of Dietetic Reform, because
I seriously realized its humane, philanthropic aud spiritual

Ernest Newlandsmith.
This article will be reprinted in pamphlet form. Price One Penny net.

.:J. .:J. ..~

If we only Understood.

Could we but draw back the curtains
That surround each other's Ii \'es,

See the naked heart and spirit,
Know what spur the action gives,

\Vould the grim external roughness
Seem, I wonder, just the same?

Should we help where now we hinder?
Should we pity where we blame?

Oh! we judge each other harshly,
Knowing not life's hidden force,

Knowing not the fount of action
Is less turbid at its source;

Seeing not amid the evils
All the golden grains of good.

\Ve should love each other better
If we only understood, Ella W. Willcox•

until they are able to breathe this purer and more rarefied
spiritual atmosphere that is before them.

There is a story of an old man who, after a career
lilled with apparent failure, lay down to die. His friends
who attended him noticed how he retained his custom
ary happy smile, and at length one said:-" Master, tell
us the secret of your life-what has gi\'en you this
quiet happiness which-when all else has failed-ever
remains with you?" And the old man m:lde an answer
and s:lid:-" ~Jy son, it is because I ha\'e always followed
the Vision."

And this is what we must all determine to do in our
o\\'n lives-to follow the Vision. First we must establish
the ideal in our minds, and then we must remember to
keep it continually in view by walking steadily onwards
in the straight road at the end of which the Vision is
seen shining. \Ve must earnestly pray to be saved from
going down the many bye-paths which lead from this
road; for if we wander out of the narrow way into one
of these the Vision will fade away. And should we at
any time enter unawares into a bye-path, and find that
we ha\'e lost the Vision, then we must stri\'e with all
our might to regain the King's high-road, never resting
until the sight of the Vision once more lights up our
way. Keep the eye of the soul ever towards the light.

Let us repeat once more that the greatest art of all
is the gradual development of character towards that clear,
radiant, ideal life which reveals the truth of the Divine
Light. The greatest work of art, the work where art
and true nature are united, is the man who-in his out
ward manifestation, in his every thought, word and deed
shows forth the Divine Spirit that dwells within him.

Oh ! most Blessed and I ncomparable Artist who spake
as never man spake and whose intense Love and Radi
ance caused the very lepers to be cleansed when they
approached unto Thee, surely and indeed Thou art the
\Vay and the Truth-the Light of the \Vorld! Help us
so to write this precious Semblance in our hearts that,
taking root, it may gro\\' and grow, until we attain to
the Vision of the True Reality!

.. W" sh~1l never regret baving striven to attain bigh aims."
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significance, ancl was soon engagecl with heavy literary
work and a very large correspondence (in consequence of
having founded The Order of the Golden Age, and under
taken the voluntary task of editing its official magazine,
The Herald of the Golden Age), 1 have not been in
capacitated by illness for a single day. I can play from
sixty to eighty games of tennis without any sense of
fatigue; I feel ten years younger than when I forsook
the ., flesh pots of Egypt," and adoptcd a fruit, cereal
amI milk rt:gime ; and my friends tell me that I also look
younger than I did at the time.

Having been instrumental in leading a large number of
other health-seekers to adopt a simple, natural and human.:
diet, and having watched and received reports of their
progress, I. have found that in nearly all cases similar
physical and mental benefits have been derived, and I ha \"I;~

in my possession hundreds of letters \vhich testify to this
fact, and express the gratitude of the \vriters.

I have also noticed that in most cases thc mental and
spiritual vision of abstainers from flesh has become
clearer-and that an increased disposition to consider
philosophically life's problems and spiritual verities, com
bined with a genuine quest after practical Truth, becomes
manifest within twelve months from such purification of
the diet. It seems as if carnal food beclouds the vision
and benumbs the higher faculties of the soul; but when
this incubus is removed, the spiritual man-the real
man-becomes more predominant, the latent spiritual
powers develop, and the animal or lower self becomes
less obtrusive and unmanageable.

In many instances I have observed that persons who
seemed incapable of manifesting a spark of sympathy for
the wretched victims of the cattle boat and the slaughter
house before they changed thel'r dz'et, became quite
humanely disposed when the reform had had one or t\VO
years' effect upon their characters, and that many such
have subsequently become quite active opponents of
various forms of cruelty to animals, such as vivisection,
butchery, rabbit-coursing, etc. Such facts as these have
madc mc understand why some of the great prophets of
the past, such as Buddha, Zoroaster, Pythagoras, the early
Christian Apostles and Fathers, and the Founders of the
Spiritual Orders of the Roman Church, advocated purity
in diet for their disciple:>. And they have also convinced
me that mankind will never become truly humanc ancl
spiritual, and that cruelty in all forms will ncver be
abolished whilst the needless massacre of our kindred
mammals and the consumption of theil- dead bodies
continu<=s to take place.

In my own case I have found that metaphysical and
transcendental truths, which were beyond my mental grasp
in my carnal-feeding days, became self-evident and lum
inous after the change, while the esoteric and spiritual
meaning of mystical passagcs in the Bible and other
scripturcs, became much more readily apparent.

Upon thoughtfully reviewing my expcrience of the
past ten years, I reel that if I had continued upon the
old diet my life, physically, mentally, and spiritually,
would have been much impoverished. and that no amount
of earthly gold would have been an adequatc equivalent
for the blessings which have been bestowed upon me
and my family in conscquence of my having obeyed the
convictions that wcre impre5sed upon my mind in the
before-mentioned year.

Now as to my diet. The chief problem was to find
an adequate supply, from some other source, of the only
important element \vhich is contained in beef, namely
protez"ll (the remainder of its constituents consisting prin
cipally of dirty water-lean beef contains H per cent of

this liquid-excrementitious matter in an incipient form,
and waste products, such as uric acid.) But. I have
proved that in nuts, and their numerous and easily
digestible products which are now upon the market (such
as Nuttose, Protose, etc.), and also in cheese, eggs,
macaroni, green peas, haricot beans, plasmon, well-baked
brown bread, etc., protein can be obtained in abundant
quantity and of superior quality; and it is free from the
danger which is incurred hy eating the flesh of animals,
which are frequently suffering from some complaint or
malignant disease when they are kiilecl.

Plenty of variety can be obtained by using the various
fruits of the earth (which include all the cereals, legumes,
etc.), prepared in an artistic and tasty manner. Dairy
produce, fancy cheeses, Icntils, omelettes, mushrooms,
salads, rice curries and creamy moulds, macaroni (of
which there are forty-five sorts), bananas, raisins, and
puddings of all kinds provide an ample supply. And for
those who have serious domestic difficulties, or who have
not yet gained experience concerning fruitarian dishes
and their judicious selection, fish can be held in reserve
and be utilised when necessary. Thus the pathway to a
completely reformed dietary becomes both safe and easy

My experiments have taug-ht me the importance of
eating, as a rule, only when hungry; of masticating one's
food thoroughly; of not mixing many dishes together; of
not blending acid fruits with green vegetables; of avoiding
sour fruits, and of only eating those which are ripe and
s\veet ; of drinking between meals rather than with them;
of fasting entirely whenever any signs of dyspeptic trouble
become apparent through dietetic indiscretion, and of
ascertaining and noting the mistake which has been made;
of not eating late in the evening unless open-air exercise
is to follow; of taking plenty of physical exercise every
day; of reducing the amount of butter, oil and vegetable
fat consumed in hot weather, and of increasing it in the
winter; of not eating when much fatigued, and of not
working hard immediately after a meal.

Simplicity, purity, frugality, and nourishment rather
than stimulation, are the chief things to be desired. And
two meals a day are better than three, for one cannot get
rcally hungry more than twice a day, and unless hunger
is present the supply of gastric juice requisite for perfect
assimilation is seldom available.

As many experimenters with the simple diet make
serious mistakes when commencing this reform I always
recommend beginners to read some of the numerous guide
books to hygienic diet. which are now published.

Information concerning such books, ancl the standard
works connected with the subject of Diet and Health,
together with other useful information, will gladly be
given by the Secretary of The Order of the Golden Age,
Paignton. Devonshire, to those who do not know where
to obtain such publications.

J t is more than probable that within a few years the
food regime which has been demonstrated bv our
] apanese allies to be so conducive to physical and (nental
ability, to health and endurance, and to individual and
national welfare, will become generally adopted through
out England and America. For our leaders of thought
and our principal journalists are now taking an active and
sympathetic interest in the work of promoting hygienic
education and dietetic reform, so that physical deteriora
tion may be checked.

And when we, as a people, >;'et back to Nature and
her simple ways in this matter of daily food, and back
to the land, I feel convinced that many of our social
evils will be removed and many or our social problems
will have been solved. Sidney H. Beard.

______.__... 1.- _

.. He who lives for others will h.lve friends."
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The Quickened Conscience.

EYil is often done b.:cause conscience sleeps, and because
they who do the wrong arc consequently ullaware

of it.
If ollr conscience. were perfectly

sensiti\'e, we could do 110 wrong-it
would hurl us too much. The quickened
conscience feels pain where no pain was
felt before.

To injure a fellow man, however
slightly, should give us pain, and if it
Joes not do so, therein lies proof of a
slumbering" conscience. Precisely the
same test applies to our attitude to
wards animals and all li\'ing" creatures.

\Ve are all keenly sensitive to wrongs
done to us by others, however trifling;
surely then we should be equally COIl

cerned about the rights and sentiments of others.

It is remarkable, sometimes, how conscience is suddenly
awakened concerning some action to which we have been
accustomed for years. At times, we may have been perhaps
dimly conscious of something not quite right about it, but
only in a vague and hazy way; then suddenly, like a flash, it
has dawned upon us, that the thing was 7lJrOllg and harmful,
and we have decided on the spot that we would banish it
from our lives henceforth.

A remarkable case of this kind has recently taken place.
I refer to the quite recent announcement on the part of the
Editor of the Clarion newspaper that he had done with flesh
eating for ever·-a true, frank and manly decision that it was
both unnecessary and wrong. By this action he has no
doubt gained the respect and admiratioll of thousands of
thinking men and women. And the result of this acknow
ledgment of right, this recognition of truth, will be an
immense influence for good, and must make a deep im
pression UpOIl great numbers of his readers.

There was no dallying, no luke-warm or half-hearted
expression there, the conviction had struck home, an'd the
resolve was made and avowed. In other words, the
conscience was illumined.

And here we have a man who ret uses to identify himself
with any of the religious societies, yet quick to act up to the
light within, and able to set self aside where Right was at
stake.

His action was pointed out to one who is to-day a
leader of an important church, and who ministers to the
spiritual needs of a vast congregation, and it is sad and
strange to record that whilst evoking a certain admiration,
the only result forthcoming was the guarded admission "that
undoubtedly the excessive use of meat was an evil." The
pn'llciple involved was ignored entirely, either unconsciously
or intentionally. Custom is indeed a tyrant which binds men
hand and foot.

Love <tnd consideration for others make it impossible for
us to hurt needlessly; and if we do violence or injury, it is
nearly always because we have put self first, and the
conscience is slumbering.

It may appear to us a small matter at the time, but that
is because we refuse to honestly face the true facts, and so
attempt to distort truth to make it square with our actions.
But this can never be, truth cannot be distorted, but, alas,
our consciences can. And we are the sufferers too, for what
ever may be our profession, we can do no wrong deed with
out injury to ourselves.

\Vhen we sin, we are degraded in a measure at once,
and the safeguard against this is the keen, alert conscience
which says to us, "you may not, your spiritual integrity
demands that ,·ou abstain."

High and ~arnest aspiration is needed-a sense of our
true dignity and high calling. And surely it is not enough
that we remain just at the altitude we have reached and
avoid slipping back? No, that were a poor ambition. \Ve
want to mount higher and yet higher, letting go of the things
which hinder, striving for that measure of attainment which
:-;hall render us blameless, not alone in the eyes of our fellows
and the world, but even in the eyes of holy ones, the saints
who have pointed out the pathway by example rather than
by precept adown the ages, and whose lives should be
a constant stimulus to us to further effort and nobler
living.

If we are to do this we must be honest with ourselves,
we must be prepared to put self last, and must steadfastly
resolve that our motives and actions shall be so high as to be
above the arrows of criticism, so Christ-like as to be
stamped with the hall-mark of Truth and Righteousness.

On the question of the slaughter of animals the con
science of men has indeed slumbered long.

Thank heaven there are signs to-day of a great awaken
ing. The indifference and callousness in the past has been
due entirely to the stifling of conscience.

It were an ignoble act to stand by and see cruelty and
suffering inflicted upon a helpless creature, and still more
io-noble to tacitly condone and sanction such cruelty because
~ .
forsooth one has a stake in the horrible game-an appetIte
which craves for flesh.

A man experiences pain if compelled to shoot his
favourite dog on account of old age and infirmity. By what
law of reason or right then can that same man be utterly in
different to the death of countless other animals, ruthlessly
slain ere half their days are lived; and what is far more
revolting, bred on purpose to be killed, with that end only
in view. Is life to be kindled with the sale idea of ex
tinguishing it again the moment it pays to do so?

We are sometimes told all this is mere sentiment.
Again I would ask, what is "sentiment"? \Vhat are our
best and highest sentiments?

Back of the sentiment stands a principle-that of Justice,
which is God's Law, whatever man may think to the contrary,
and woe be to him who defies that Law-break it he cannot
for it is fixed and Eternal, and shall "grind to powder"
the transgressor. And in addition to Justice there is :Mercy
or Compassion.

\Vhen a man has once learned the fact that flesh-eating
is wholly U1I1lecessar.y for our sustenance and health, then
for that man tLl continue the pr:actice is a transgression of
the moral Law.

Fr.1Dci~ S. Blizard.

"He who is f.1lse to present duty, breaks a thread in the locm of lift."
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There i~ not a fWltarian
drunkard in the Unitt'oI Kin;.:
dom. lIerein lies the solll'
tlOn of the Drink pwblem.

The Diet Cure for Intemperance.
(All Addrcss ddh'CI'cd at th,' Vegdariall Intemational Congrcss.)

By Staff Captain Helen Hudson,
(Tf'ardell of tlu' .\'a!:.'tltioll .-lrmy llomrll'S In,.briate Home.)

I have been asked to come here t~-day to say a few words
as to the result of having adopted \'egetarian diet in

our Home' for Fel11:lle Inebriate~;.

Speaking generally the benefits are
incalculable and cannot be done
justice to in fifteen minutes, which
is the time allotted me.

About three years ago I was in
duced by 1\Irs. Booth te try this
diet. Let me say here that I had
been working the' Home' for four
years previously with the usual meat
diet :joints, bacon, saltfish, pickles,
pepper, mustard, oysters and vine
gar, etc., etc., and that I was very
sceptical about this new idea being
a success.

Since that time one hundred
and ten women of all shades of
society have passed through the
'Home;' two thirds of these have
been, so far as the drink and drug

habit is concerned, the worst possible cases, the majority
of ages being from forty and sixty; most of them habitual
drunkards of ten, fifteen and even twenty-fh'e years' standing,
sume so bad that other Homes would not receive them.

There were those who were suffering from 'delirium
tremens,' and morphia maniacs, having periods of fierce
craving for the drug at times amounting to madness. Others
were so unnerved and such physical wrecks-not having
eaten foed of an)' description for weeks and even months,
that I felt very doubtful as to what would happen as a con
sequence of giving them this new diet. I feel sure you will
agree with me, that I had a variety of material to work upon
-now for results :-

First-with the officers-Both I and my assistants were
quickly convinced that we had taken a right step. \Ve found
that the continual strain and anxiety of our work gave place
to a much more restful and peaceful state of mind, also that
we could think and sleep better. This was a great gain,
especially for myself, since, humanly speaking, I was
beginning to find the duties very trying. Some of us had
suffered from very severe headaches for years which
gradually disappeared.

\Ve also found that we needed less medicine and that was
a new idea for me, swearing by the Doctors as I had done
all my life, largely due to my bringing up and training as
a hospital Nurse. I was not long in finding out that the
change which was taking place within us, was rapidly deve
loping in the Inmates, but their sad condition made the
change much more marked. Lazy, vicious, bloated, glut
tonous, bad-tempered women, heavy with years of soaking,
whose bodies exhaled impurities of every description, and who
had hitherto needed weeks and even months of nursing and
watching after their arrival in the" Home" to my astonish
ment and delight, under this new treatment, made rapid
recovery, many of them assuming a fairly normal condition
in ten days or a fortnight.

Example :-" It was discovered, on being received by us,
-i1lrs. K. had not been sober for sixteen weeks, and for
twenty-five years she had been a great drunkard. She
came to tiS on a Thursday, unmanageable, raving III

'delirium tremens,' so ill that she had to be carried to
bed and closely watched for forty-eight hours; but in spite
of this she was up and about on the following l\Ionday, and
in a week was quite able to take her place with the other
inmates. "

At the end of four months we had practically abolished
the meat diet, together with it;, accompaniments

The people as a whole are lIIucll happier. \Ve do not
have the same violent outbreaks of temper, they are more
cOlltellted, more easily pleased and much more allu'nllble to
dIscipline. One of our serious difficulties has been their
variable moods in consequence of the terrible depression
from which they suffer; we have now Illuch less of this than
e\'er before, indeed the general health of all is an increasing
wonder to me.

\Ve have no sickness, as our medical man can testify,
and we have had only one serious case of illness at
Hillsboro' House in four years and that was an officer who
contracted it while away on rest.

\Ve have never had a death in the Home during the
whole se\'en years I have been in charge, and this does not
mean that \ve have been obliged to hurriedly dispatch them
to the Infirmary in order to avoid it. I t has always been
my aim to have the atmosphere of the Home a bright,
bracing and hopeful one, indeed I regard it as a necessity.

Many former inmates are still vegetarians and trying
to introduce the diet into their own house and to their
friends, sending to me for recipes, cookery books, etc., etc,

I should like to conclude by giving you in a few words
five or six instances of this.

I.-Left us intending to indulge largely in pork chops
and rump-steak, but found that:1ll appetite for stich things
had gone-wrote for a cookery book.

II. Very prejudiced, but since leaving has written for
vegetarian recipes, acknowledging that our diet was best
and that she was much better when keeping to it.

I I I. A very gluttonous woman who had once lived on
steak and half cooked mutton-chops and whiskey and who
openly rebelled against having anything else. Is now con
vinced and has introduced the diet into her own home.

IV. Lady's-maid to a lady-in-waiting abroad--is also a
convinced vegetarian. Has interested her mistress, who
has sent for all information, cookery books, &c.

V. Also a convinced vegetarian! A lady of birth
and culture, who since leaving us two years ago, has be
come a worker and is trying to induce all around her to try
this diet. She is herself a marvel of success.

VI. A first-class cook, now in a situation with a well
known Nonconformist minister, is very definite ll1 her
determination to adhere to a non-flesh diet.

It is my intention to continue to carefully watch the
further effects of this diet and also to impress upon other
workers the advisability of their trying it. I feel sure
the future will prove its worth and value in this special
direction,

The Gift of Love.

It is in loving, not in being loved,
The Heart is blest;

It is in giving, not in seeking gifts,
\Ve find our quest.

\Vhatever be thy longing or thy need
That do thou give;

So shall thy soul be fed, and thou indeed
Shall truly live.

"Nature teaches us to love our lriendr. but religion to love our ~nemies!"
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How we are being Poisoned.

Some most instructive illustrated articles on the subject
of poisonous matter in food were puhlished in the

LOl/don J/agw;z"l/c, of Aug-ust and Sep
temher, by Robert H. Sherard. The
revelations made concerning the hidden
uangers which lurk in tinned flesh or
fish, and in ordinary butchcr's meat are
positively alarming. The following'
extracts will speak for themselves :

.. I think, of all the articles on our
breakfast table, I should, after my
recent ilwestigations, regard with the
most suspicion the bacon. I have
disco\'ered the disgraceful fact that in
England, with the exception of the
biggest cities, there is practically I/O

il/spec/iotl of meat at all. The bacon,
given it comes from a curing-house
in some country district, may very
probably be a portion of a pig that
was rotten with tuberculosis.

The other day in Birmingham
~Ieat ~Iarket, my friend Mr. \V. E. Shaw, of\Valsall, photo
graphed for me, a side of pork, which to my eyes, looked
as sweet a piece of meat as ever graced a butcher's stall.
It was, however, as the meat inspector pointed out to me,
, as splendid a specimen of tuberculous pork as he had ever
seen.' He sho\ved us the thriving colonies of bacilli, and
before photographing the meat he put a knife into a coffee
coloured mass, which was nothing but bacilli. The very
bone of the animal had been attacked bv the disease.

A butcher, the largest salesman of home-fed meat in
England (of whom more anon) who was present, told me
that in any bacon factory in an outlying district, there was
every probability that that meat would have been tran~

formed into bacon. He said he had seen a piece just as
bad hanging up in a factory, and that he had drawn the
attention of the manufacturer to its condition. The manu
facturer had laughed at the suggestion that he ought to
destroy the meat. He was quite satisfied, he said, by
cutting out the parts actually affected. I declare
that the worst and most murderous form of adulteration
is the supply to the unsuspecting public of diseased meat
as sound. This is done on an enormous scale all over the
country, simply because of the asinine, the criminal
indifference of the authorities.

Owing to this criminal and asinine indifference, the
danger of awful diseases and of premature death is allowed
to stalk unchecked throughout our land, in a way, and to
an extent which to the French, the Germans, and other
Continental Nations appears incredible. There is much use,
forsooth, in calling together committees to disco\'er the
causes of national degeneration, when in ninet,.-nine towns
out of a hundred your butcher may feed you on meat
swarming with the bacilli of tuberculosis, or anthrax, or
cance~, with no check but the problematic qualms of his
conscience.

vVith the excertion of the bigger towns, there is in
England no inspection whatever of the meat that is sold
in the butchers' shop~, There are qualified meat inspectors
in London, and in about twelve other boroughs in the
kingdom. Elsel\'here your butcher is at liberty to sell you
the meat of tuberculous animals, the meat of animals which
have had anthrax, or septic peritonitis, or actinomycosis,

or fever, or any other loathsome disease. I n these
boroughs the Sanitary Inspector is supposed to supervise
the butchers. But he has neither the technical knowledge
necessary nor the timc. The very most that he call do is to
see that the slaughter houses are kept fairly clean, How
can more be expected of him?

Take anthrax, for instance, one of the most dangerous
diseases which affect butchers' meat. It requircs the
knowledge of a trained veterinary surgeon, with a good
knowledge of bacteriology, to dctect this disease in
a piece of meat.

'\Vhen the viscera and offal of an animal which was
suftering from anthrax have been destroyed, the disease
can only be traced by microscopical investigation.'

This is what Mr. Hothersall, the inspector at the
Dirmingham l\Ieat Market, told me. l\Jr. Hothersall is
one of the most experienced meat inspectors in the country,
an invaluable public servant. who last year was nearly
murdered by a butcher in Newton Row. The outrage
took place one. Sunday, when, in consequence of an
anonymous letter dropped into the letter-box at his office,
warning him that a quantity of tuberculous meat was
being put on sale in Newton Row, he visited the butcher's
shop. Here he was attacked from behind. His dying
depositions were taken at the hospital, Fortunately for the
Health Department of Birmingham he recovered.

1 had some interviews with him, and he gave me some
appalling facts about the filth that is sold all over the
country as butchers' meat, deadly poisonous stuff, swarming
with the bacilli of all the most deadly diseases. He
himself condemns in Birmingham l\Jeat Market over 320

tons of meat every year. Of this meat almost every
piece would be sold and consumed in a borough where there
is no meat inspection.

'\Ve buy only the best, and that turns out wrong.
Butchers from the outlying districts buy cattle at the same
sales which ,ve wouldn't look at, which would be old iron
to us, and are able to sell every pound of it.' Thus to me
l\1r. Robotham, of Birmingham :\Jeat ~larket, who is one
of the largest dealers in home-fed and home-killed meat
in England,

'There is another class of district'-{practically the whole
of England)-' where there is absolutely no inspection of
meat at all. There are no meat inspectors. There is a
sanitary inspector who pays one annual visit to the
slaughter-house, never looks at the meat at all, would not
know it if he did, but is usually well-pleased and goes
away satisfied if there is sufficient lime-wash on the walls,
and the floor is in good condition.'

In France, in every town, no matter how small, a
veterinary surgeon is appointed by the municipality, who
visits the meat market and pays two visits regularly every
week to the abattoir. In Paris, the supervision is even
more effective. The diseased meat seized in Paris is sent
to the Zoological Gardens, which accounts for the miserable
appearance of the wild beasts which are fed on it.

So seriously is the danger recognised which menoces
the public from the consumption of diseased meat that
recently in more toan one department it has been ordered
by the Prefect that in small places of leiS than three
thousand inhabitants, where the municipal budget cannot
afford to pay a veterinary surgeon to act as meat inspector,
every animal must be sent up to the abattoir of the capital
town of the department (or county) to be slaughtered.
The private slaughterhouse which flourishes in England has
been abolished years ago throughout France.

'The private slaughterhouse,' said Dr. Bostock Hill,
is the crux of the thing. Every private slaughterhouse is
a menace to health.'"

"Not he who has little, but he who wishes for more is poor."
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Interesting Facts.

The movement in favour of humanity, purity and simplicity
in diet is beginning to 'boom.' The triumph of the

Food.Reformation is a practical certainty.

The women of Japan make a point of breathing fresh air
both by night and day, and they go in for deep

breathing. The result is that consumption is a rare disease
in Japan, and coughs and colds are seldom experienced.

A restaurant has been started in the Tottenham Court
Road, London, for the supply of' Quick Fruit Lunches,'

and it is being well patronized. It contains a large garden
like enclosure with little bamboo tables well nestled amongst
forests of ferns and lilies; and customers are able to sit in
quaint and comfortable seats, to crack cobs and walnuts,
and to re~'ale upon plates of fresh fruits varied according to
taste. And all this for sixpence. \Vho can say that the
Simple Life is not becoming possible?

Lectures and Addresses in many cities and towns will be
given by l\lembers of The Order of the Golden Age

during the autumn and winter. Friends who are desirous
of arranging meetings, and who can secure a good building,
a s)'mpathetic Chairman, and a thoughtful audience, are
invited to communicate with the Secretary.

Edison, the great inventor, who is an abstainer from flesh
food, has made the following statement concerning the

secret of his great mental output :-" J keep my health by
dieting; people eat too much and drink too much; eating
has become a habit with almost everyone; it is like taking
morphine-the more you take the more you want. People
gorge themselves with rich food; they use up their time
and ruin their digestions and poison themselves. J eat
almost nothing. I do not really care whether J eat or not;
it is not my pleasure. Jf the doctors would prescribe
dieting instead of drugs, the ailments of normal man
would disappear. Diet is the secret of my health. I have
always lived abstemiously."

One of the Members of our Order (Miss Georgiana Kendall)
habitually writes a letter to the Editor of any news

paper in which she sees recorded any instance of cruelty. A
protest is thus lodged which reaches the minds of tens of
thousands of readers, and it is impossible to say how many
may thus be induced to realize their obligation to shew
mercy and kindness to our lesser brethren of the animal
world.

This excellent example might, and should be, followed
by every Member and Friend of the O.G.A. ; for are we not
pledged to plead the cause of the weak, defenceless, and
oppressed? Let us play our part worthily, and ne\'er be
weary in well doing!

A Parisian physician has succeeded in producing artificial
sleep and an<csthesia by passing an alternating electric

current through the human brain. It is thought this
method may supplant the use of chloroform and ether,
as it has the advantage of not affecting the heart.

At a :\1anhattan State Hospital for Lunatics, it has been
found that by adopting a regular system of outdoor

exercises and open air gymnastic treatment, the per
centage of cures has been more than doubled.

Dr. Alexander Bryce, in glvmg a Presidential address to the
Birmingham Natural Health Society, said he believed

that simple diet would be the rule and not the exception by
the end of the twentieth century, if not before. He strongly
approved of bringing up children on a f1eshless diet. In this
manner, before many years were past, we should have an in
creasing body of people won to vegetarianism, which in the
long run may become universal.

The Council of the Lady l\largaret Fruitarian Hospital.
Bromley, Kent, have decided to hold a Sale of \Vork on

its behalf, at the In-Patient Department, at Bromley, on
November 4th, and at the Out-Patient Department, 143.
New Kent Road, on the following Saturday. Funds are
wanted to erect a small chapel for the inmates, and friends
are invited to send in gifts of needlework, fancy articles.
photos, china, etc., to the Hon. Secretary.

Mr. c. P. Newcombe's pamphlet on "The Diet Cure of
Cancer" has now reached its third edition, and is

published at the modest price of 2d. (R. J. James,
3, London House Yard, Paternoster Row). All over
the country there is a general awakening to the fact
that this horrible disease is largely aasociated with flesh
diet, and consequently an impetus is being given to
the work of Food Reformation. As our ~lovement

makes progress it is quite true, as Mr Newcombe re
marks, that "Not cancer alone, but the foul brood of
diseases that fill the world with suffering and sorrow
will rapidly decrease in number. Humanity will gain its
right place among the religions of the world, the causes of
war will cease, and cruelty will be known only as a crime."

A significant object lesson concerning the strength-giving
properties of fruitarian diet is furnished by the anthro

poid apes, who so closely resemble man in physical structure.
The gorilla is probably the strongest creature of its

size upon earth, and an unarmed man of the same height
would be in its grip almost as powerless as an infant.
The orang-outang (literally 'wild man' in l\lalayan ,vords),
and the chimpanzee, bear a very close resemblance to the
human form, and some of them, if clothed, would almost
pass muster as human beings of the more animal sort.

Their habits resemble our own in many things;
they fight in organized troops, and they soon become
addicted to human manners and customs (as Consul, the
performing ape, recently proved). A mother chimpanzee
will lead her child by the hand to a stream and wash
its face just like a human mother; and like her civilized
sister, her last refuge is in tears, during the shedding of
which she is pathetic.

All the anthropoid apes possess great physical strength
and agility, and they are naturally fruitarian in their
habits-thus showing how man should live if he ,....ould
avoid degeneracy and weakness.

The investiO'ations concerning the production of genius
which h;ve recently been made by Mr. Havelock Ellis,

reveal the startling fact that there is scarcely any notable
person born in London who has had four grand
parents resident in the same city, and that life in t.he
Metropolis acts as a sort of destructor not only of m
tellect but of vitality. It appears that our great cities
draw to them the best types of the human species from
the country, and then sterilize them and burn them up.
Geniuses are produced in tlze country amidst healthy
rural life, and it would seem that an additional reason is thus
supplied why earnest effort should be made to get the
people back to the land.

"We may all learn the luxury of doing good!'



Write for our Revised Price List.

ARTOX V.H·1l0H",E~1IEA~. 71b. Bags. 1/-

GEM PANS (Jmpro\"<~d, Cast Iron), 6 or 12 Holes, per set, 9d.

WE STOCK ALL HEALTH FOODS.

BATH CABINETS.

HYGIENIC & FRUITARIAN DEPOT
for the West of England.

NUT BUTTERS. (:\Iapleton's or Pitman's)
Almond Cream. 1/5 lb., '''alnut, 1/- lb., Cocoa !'.'lIt, 1/- lb.
in Lever Tins; or in Glass Jars, 2d. lb. extra.

NU'TTOSIE:.-A l\'ut ;\1eat of a different flavour that i~ much
appreciated. Price same as Protose.

NUTTER. A :'\ut Fat. :\Iakes dcliciouo; Pastry.
1~lb. Tins, 1/-; 3lbs., 1/11

PROTOSIE. The Finest I\Ieat direct from the Vegetable
Kingdom. Can be cooked like a joint.

~Ib. Tino;, Sd.; tiL., 1/·; I~lb., 1/4

WHEAT MIL....S. To produce the Pure 'Vheat I\leal,
grind the \\'heat for yourselves. They will grind Fine or Co~r5e.

Small size, 8/- each; Large size, 22/- each.
Carriage Paid, 9d. and 1/6 extra.

NUT M I La ....S (:'\ew Style), with Patent Regulating Attachment.
\\"ill grind Fine or Coarse. 4/- complete. Post free, 4/6.
tliEW CRATECS, 1/6 each. Old Style, 3/6 Post free.

These I\lills g-rind or g-rate the nuts dry but will not
grind to a paste.

\uOOKING and other Appliances
which are a necessity in every Household.

To our Large and Varied Stock of HEALTH FOODS
we have now added

Local Agents for '; The Herald of the Golden Age"; A Comprehensive Guide
Book by Sidney H. Beard; and Cookery Sooks (various).

GEM BATH.

GEM PURE WATER STIr-...
~"o. 1 Size - 35/- :'\ickel Plated - SO/-

The most Simple, Economical Domestic Apparatus 10

~ecure a plentiful supply of Pure Distilled 'Vater.

PUDDING BASINS (Patent Enamelled) and Combined
Dinner Carrier, 21b. ~ize, 9d. each.

VEGETABL.E SUETS. From 7~d. lb.

GRANOSE Fla.kes (Entire Wheat Kernel),
.. Biscuit:s•

Delicious with Porridge or Fruit, 7~d. per Box.

WINES. Welch's Pure Grape Juice, 1/6 Bottle.
Invalid Port, 2/6 Bottle.

BURGUNDY (:\'ektar)
(Non-Alcoholic) 2/- Quart Bottle.

TARAXO (Dandelion Coffee) Postum Cereal, Caramel Cereal,
Brtll1ak.

FRVING f-fl::ETTL.tE: AND BASKET.
Size 10 inches across. A very useful article. Indispensable for
the Kitchen. Complete - 3/-; P05t paid, 3/5.

Large size, 4/- ; 4/6.
FINEST NUT OIL, for use with same, 1/5 quart hOllle.

HEARD'S STORES,
CHELSTON, TORQUAY.

Amer;can and Colonial Friends will oblige by refraining
from sending coins enclosed in letters, as the English

Postal Authorities charge a fee of fivepence. Greenbacks,
or postal orders, should be sent.

$- .:I- .:J.

Publications Received.

This Journal is regularly supplied (gratuitously) to upwards
of One Thousand Public Institutions in this and other

lands, such as Free Libraries, Institutes, l' niversity
Colleges, etc.

Bound volumes of this Journal for 1904-5 (bound together)
arc now being prepared. All but a dozen copies have

been booked in advance. The remainder will be supplied 10
the first applicants. Price ::./-, post free. Volumes for
1898, 1899, and 1903, can still be obtained at the same
price.

Readers are invited to present copies of this issue of The
Herald to thoughtful or influential friends and acquaintances,
or to ask them to purchase one. A dozen copies will be
sent post free for this purpose by our Secretary upon receipt
of half a crown. Let us do all what ~('e call to help forward
our humane cause.

The HaaJd will be much improved in appearance dur
ing 1906. The next issue will be made on January 1st.

Announcements.

•• Lile more Abundant." By Henry \Vood. (Lathrop, Lee & Shepard,
Boston, U.S.A., One Dollar, Twenty Cents).

A book wbich relates ancient truth to modern life, and points out

the deeper meaning of the Bible and other scriptures.

U Greatheart, Some TOl.lks with him." Bya Pilgrim. (Macmillan & Co.)

"The Letters 01 Little Mary." By J. Stenson Hooker, M.D. (Jurrold
& Sons, 1/- net.)

.. Studies in Spiritual Harmony." By Grace ;\1. Brown. (The ]{eed
Pnblishing Co., Denver, Colorado).

A series of most helpful lessons in Spiritual Culture on • l\'ew
Thought' lines.

"A Statement on Vivisection." Bv F. C. Hunt. (From the Author,
2, Felix Road, Stapleton Road; Bristol). 2d.

A very ably w0rded challenge of Vivisection issued on behalf of the
Rristol and Somer5et Friends Anti-\'ivisection Committee.

The Secretary cannot undertake to supply books which are
not ad\'ertised as being stocked in our Book Room

unless in very special instances.

Members' Badges can be supplied upon application to the
Secretary-but only to Members of The Order.

Readers of this Journal who are in sympathy with the ideals
that are advocated in its pages, are invited to persuade

their friends to become subscribers. Many more converts
to the principles which underlie our Movement could thus
be \\'on. The SUbscription price is only 1/6 per annum.

If there is any Free Library, Y.M.C.A., Public Reading
Room, Theological College, or other Institution, where

this Journal is likely to be read by thoughtful persons,
which does not at present receive a copy, the Secretary
will send one regularly on receipt of a request from the
Librarian or Committee and a promise that it will be placed
on the Reading Room Table.

The cost of circulating the literature published by The Order
in all parts of the world, gratuitously, is met by the

voluntary contributions of Members and sympathetic friends.

Correspondents are requested to give their names and full
addresses in all cases. Orders for literature are fre-

quently received which cannot be executed because of
omissions of this sort.



A Treatise advocating a Return to the Natural and
Ancient Food of our Race.
By ANNA KINGSFORD,

(Doclor of Medicine of the Faculty of Paris).

New Edition. Price Is. net. Postage 2d.

DIET AND FOOD
In relation to Strength and Power of Endurance.

Fifth Edition. With Seven II1ustrations.

By Dr. ALEXANDER HAIG, M.A., F.R.C.P.,
Author of .. Uric Acid as a Factor in the Causation of Disease."

Price 2s. 6d. net.

ITALIAN RECIPES FOR
FOOD REFORMERS.

Containing Soups, Savouries, Egg and Macaroni Dishes,
Salads, Vegetables and Sweets.

Translated and Arranged by MARIA GIRONCI.
Price Is. net. Postage 2d.

VEGETARIAN AND SIMPLE DIET.
Methods for the Preparation of Soups, Sauces, Garnishes,
&c., which have been carefully recast to meet the wants

of the Reformed Dietary.
It is shown tha.t vegetarian Diet need not be marked by ascetic plain
ness, nor restricttd to a few uninteresting dishes, and that a. pleasant

variety is by no means difficult to obtain.

By Col. A. R. KENNEY-HERBERT.
Price 3s. 6d. net. Postage 3d.

COLLECEPHYSICAL TRAININCANSTEY

ATTRACTIVE VOCATION FOR CULTURED WOMEN.

THE

BEING

LONDON: JOHN BALE, SONS & DANIELSSON, Ltd.,
83·91, Great Tltchlleld St., Oxfnrd St., W.

Truth, Strength and Freedom; or, Mental and Spiritual Evolution.
Crown 8\'0, cloth gilt. IS. tid.

Life and Food. Demy 8vo.•0 pp., price 3d.
Science: or the Rule of MInd. :10 pp., price- 6d. net.
The Parting of th~ Ways.. Price 6d. net.
Notes on DIet. Pnce, D copies. 6d. j 25. IS.: 50, IS. 6d.: 100. 2S. 6d. net.
Notes on Diet. No.~. Price IS. 3d. per IOO net.

WORKS by ALEXANDER HAIG, M.D.

FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

P roville, a Practical and Theoretical Course of Instruction in Swedish Edu
cational Gynlna<;lics, }\lec.1ical Gymnastics, and ~lassage, the aim being Lo
semI out Trainell Teachers with increaseu health anu bodily vigour,

mental strength. and moral power; to spread a knowledge of Physiology and
the Laws of Health; to teach Gymnastics, Outdoor Games, Dancing, Swim
ming, and other forms of Physical Exercise in Schools and Colleges; to treat
cases of Spinal Curvature, and many ailments which can be cured by Swedish
nlovements.

The Scientific Training and Culture of the Body, to fit it for the highest
uses, is a most attractive vocation for women.

Two years' training is necessary, and a student must be well educated,
healthy, and cheerful in disposition, and must bring inuustry and enthusiasm
to the work.

There are many good openings for Students certificated from this College,
and they invariably find remunerative posts after training.

A non-flesh diet is the rule of the College.
Non-Professwnal Students. Shorter cour,es are arranged for those who desire

to get the advantages of Physical Training, Outdoor Games, and Country Life,
without taking up the work professionally; also for girls with Spinal Curva
ture, Ancemia, &c., who are treated daily with Medical:Gymnastics and Massage,
aml who receive great benefit from a course of training.

For further particulars apply to tlze Principal:
MISS ANSTEY, The Leasowes, nr. Halesowen, Worcestershire.

Notes on the Decadence of the Drug System,
and the Use of the Finer Forces in preference.

HENLEY GROVE COLLEGE
For Domestic Science and Health Culture,

WESTBURY-ON-TRYM. N". CLIFTON.

VISITORS & SUMMER & VACATION HOLIDAY PARTIES RECEIVED.

Good Golf within a Mile.
Classes are held In Hygiene, Cookery, Gymnastics, Dancing and Art.

Principal: MISS BLAND.

THE TREND OF MODERN MEDICINE.

DIET.IN

after
and Health.

PERFECT WAYTHE

Books for Seekers
Wisdom

FRO;\I THE AUTHOR, 7C, BICKENHALL "IANSIONS, W.

.. FUL.FIL.LMENT."
A Magazine of Helpfulness, which presents the New Thought Teaching

in a practical, instructive, and entertaining manner.

Subscription, One Dollar per annum; Single Copy, Ten Cents.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE

FULFILLMENT PUBLISHING Co., 1756, Champer St" Denver, Colorado.

THE FOOD OF THE FUTURE.
A Summary of Arguments in favour of a Non-flesh Diet.

By C. W. FORWARD,
\Vith Preface by ERNEST BELL.

Price Is. net. Postage 2d.

TO BE OBTAINED FROM

THE ORDER OF THE GOLDEN AGE, Paignton, England.

By DR. J. STENSON-HOOKER. Price 2d. By Post, 2~d.

The Ch«1ze for small adv~rtisem~1Z,fs011 this fage is 4/- per £llch " 2/6 jerhalf inch. Payabl~ £It advance.

BOURNEMOUTH.
Loughtonhurst, West Cliff Gardens.

FRUITARIANS seeking REST or CHANGE at this
delightful \Vintcr and Summer Re~ort. will find all

the Comforts of Home, either ac; Boarders or in Private
Apartments. The house is beautifully situated and the
Tenns are mouerate. Electric Ray Baths a speciality.

~IKS. HUi\lE (lI,J HUTTEMAN).
Recomm~ndedby tht> Editor of this Jounlal.

WANTED, YOU""G MAN. PUPILorlilIPROVER.
Fruit, Flowers and Vegetables: small premium

require-d; Vegetarian; live in.-TuE NURSERY. London
Road, Attleborough.

COMFORTABLE HO;\IE offered in Vegetarian
Familv; Excellent References; Moderate Terms;

ncar Sea ;L1~d Station.-" P," PEAKf:'S LtBRARY,Paignton,
near Torquay.

W
ANTED, a NURSE or MOTHER'S HELP;

Vegetarian; Good References essential: wages
£25 to .£~o.-l\1rs. COLLET, 2, Na~sau Gardens, Barne~,
London, S. W.

WANTED, TWO SUPERIOR MAIDS, for good
Country Ilouse lFruitarian>; lIou~c and Parlour

\Vork and Cooking; Kitchenmaid kept.-1\lrs. H., The
Mount, l\larldon Road. Paignton.

PAIGNTON-FRUITARIAN BOARDING HOUSE,
ELTOX, HVDP. ROAIl. AlI the Comforts of Home.

Terms moderate.-l\IIss PARKF.R.
H:eference kindly permitted to the Secretary of Th~

Orda of Goldm AK'.

L.ONDON.
"rgela "oole, Vegetarian Unardlng Establishment,

39, Warrington Crescent, nlalda Vale, W.
Conveniently situated in the healthie:!lot part of London.
Liberal Table. :\10derate Terms. Late Dinners 7 p.m.

Separate Tables. ProPr"dr~S5-Mrs.WILKINSON.

TORQUAY, Devon.

:MRS. BROOKES is receiving Visitor~ or Patients
for dietetic. hygienic. and massage treatment.
Cheerful. liunny position.

St. Lawrence, Chelston Square.

A illIDDLE AGED LADY (Vegetarian> successful
in Preparing Doys or Girls for Exams, requires

DAILY or RESIDENT ENGAGEilIENT. Subjects:
English. French, German. Latin, BOlany; Higher
Local Certificate; on the Rel;ister for Secondary
Schools; ~"od Refercnce~.-Address, l\llss lU. SEARLE,
Sarsden. Paignton.

W
ANTED, a LADY. wishing to SHARE COUNTRY

COTTAGE. near London. Fle:!lohless Food~ only;
.. Eustace Miles Diet."-Apply ., HF.ALTH," Ladies'
Social Guild, 35. Hart Street, 'V.C.

G
ER~IAN YOUNG LADY, 26 years old, Vegetarian

l\lu..icaJ: with Hi~b School Education; desir~s
~nga~ement as GOVERNESS, COMPANION or
SUPERIOR HELP; would also travel.-Addr<ss: E.
LALLA, Rue de Preignac, No. II, Bordeaux.

C
LERGYMAN'S 'VIDOW wishes to meet LADY

(Fruitarian) who w;I1 SHARE hor SEASIDE
HOUSE (Hove) and contribute a very moderate share
towards the expenscs.-Addre5s: .. B.," 18, Sackville
G.:trde-ns, Have.

CO~~i~r;i~;R~~~se~~I~~~~Ji\:5·1~~ir;.q~r~'k.i.~
18, Sackville Gardcn~. Hove.

A N EDUC,\TED GENTLEWOMAN would like to
meet one of similar tastes (Vegetarian and Literary)

to SHARE HER COUNTRY HOUSE near Town:
~ood Train Sen'ice; Season Tickets.-Apply MIss 1\1. E.
JOHNS. Rose Cottdge, Kings Langley, Derby.

Y OUNG ilIAN (Vegetarian), 23 years old, SEEKS
EillPLOYMENT ; speaks Dutch, French. German

Italian.-.t\ddress: C. GOUMA, Ascona, S ..... itzerland.



PER

BAX'S U E
COKER

BUTTER"
~D.

~ LB.

The Best Vegetable Fat for all Cooking

Purposes. Quite tasteless. Never

goes rancid and is miles :::head of :lny

of the much advertised Butters at

Higher Prices.

"GiVE IT A TRIAL."
lIb. POST FREE for 0(1.

Agent.s "'anted.

The HEALTH FOOD STORES
for EVERYONE.

Our NEW and ENLARGED LIST Naw Ready.

l1Ir THERE ARE NO FOODS
TO EQUAL BAX'S.

FREDK. GAX & SON,
The Original
Health Food Stores.

35, BISHOPSSATE STREET WITHOUT,
LONDON, E.O•

. DARLENE.
The FINEST VEGETMlLE FAT in the World.

Pure. Tasteless. III cIT: Nutritious.
DARLENE may be eaten on hottoastor poured hot over

Vegetables, or for Frying or for Cooking. or for
Fine Pastry.

DARLEN E is used hy all the leadiug Fruitarians.

DARLENE. DARLENE. DARLENE.

tlb. Tius, 9<1.; 3Ib., 22; 71b., ~ 6; 14 Ibs., 8/-

From the VYTALLE OIL Co., Ltd.,
145, County Terrace Street, S.E.

PURE FINE WHOLEMEAL,
Speciall)' Cleaned and Prepared,

4/6 per 2B Ibs. Carriage Paid.

J. T. HEBDITCH & Co.,

New Cross, South Petherton.

EAST LONDON PURE FOOD DEPOT.
Aient for all Health Foods.

Specially adapted for PHYSICAL CULTUIUSTS,
ATHLETES, CYCLISTS, aad 6000 HEALTH SEEKEIlS.

~~COOKED FRUIT NUT CAKES In 23 varletl.,.,
WIlOLIUlEAL BlSCVITS, 36 varieties.
IUNANA BI8CUlTS. NUT MEATS, 13 nrietles.
:oit:T BUTTERS. 12 varieties.
IX~CHEO~ OUTFITS. I<'RUIT NUT WAFERS.

Homo: )IA DE CAKES. 12 varieties.
YEr,ETARIAN ClIRISnlAS PUDDINGS.
m:\CEMEAT. POTTED SAVOURIES.
"~;(;ETAIUAN PASTRY BUTTERS, etc., eu:., cte.

So,li /lDst ca ..d /c,. Pn'u Li$f$:
MRS. C. A. EAMONSON,

13, East India Doek Road, E.

PERFECTION T LAST I

"PITMAN"

VIGAR CREAM BUTTER.
A New I'roducl ,peci.lI" prcr~r<d lor Table ll.C.
iWJ Ciln h(' cilt('n b~' tho..c who cannot dlgegl
ordinary frrsh Dutter. Guarantc....cJ free from
Prt·..('n',1ti,,\.":tnJ Animal Fat'i. M~dt.·{rom the

Vital ProJ\lcts of the Vcg4."table King-Jam.
OUARANTEEO IN A COOL PLACE TO "EEP ITS FRESH

SWEET QUALITIES FOR 1WO MONTHS.

Contains greater bulk. more lat, and less "'ater
:lhan Cow'. Butter. and will go much further.
Is also 1'rco 1'rom discascd £,crms.

F4.'r maklnC' Ildiciotls. Light Puff Pastr)·
it is un::-urpa:--sed.

Packed in I-lb. Carlon~l11~ per lb., with or with
out Salt. Sample Pound. post frt'e, 1 4,

from the Sole Manufacturers,

PITMAN HEALTH FOOD STORES,
167. CorporatIon Street, BIRMINGHAM.

TJu /a"c~st 1~lId.,.s.fHf'lIltlr. F.ods
in th, Brt1ish ls/".

NE\V LIST.-S4 paees, iII11strated, post free.
two ~tamps (,..ith copy .f h Aids to a Simpler
Diet."

ALL VEGETARIANS should buy

The GREEN FiElDS c:t;J':.~det CHEESE
(Tomato Blend).

The only COOKED Cheese. Only digestihle Che«e
Soft as Butter. Delicious.Hot for Sa\·onti:.

Delicious Cold £'-1f Sandwiches &' after dinner cheese.

Recommended by the Editor of" The ""egetarian:'
The Green Fields Cheese is sold in glass pots,

at 4~d. <10 7 d. each.
Also in bulk for Hotel and Restaurant use.

Two 4!d. pots, post free, for 1/- P.O.
Two 7d. pots, post free. for li6 P.O.

Pr,pared by th~

LEVSON HAR'AND Co.,
Upper' Hulton St" MANCHESTER, S.W.

\lVHOLESOME.
APPETISING.

NUTRITIOUS.

CHAPMAN'S

NUT MEATS
IN SEALED GLASS ~IOULDS.

1·lb. i-lb.
Lentose (Vegetable Brawn) . 9d. 5d.
Walnut Meat . 10d. 6d.
Italian Tomato & Nut Meat· 10d. 6d.
Lenta (Green Lentil Nut Meat) 10d. 6d.
Lentil or Walnut sausage} 10d. 6d

Roll Meat - - .
postage, 4d. on i-lb.; 6d. on Hb. Moulds.

Sample Moulds,3d. Post Free, 4~d.

Special Booklet of Recipes with each Mould.

From all Health Stores or direct/rom:

CHAPMAN'S HEALTH STORES,
Eberle Street, LIVERPOOL.

.... Send for New Retail Price List of Health Food&.

TRY

r

Torquay Road,
PAIGNTON.

Branch Establishment:

TORBAV ROAD.

Fruitarian &Vegetarian Foods
IN GREAT VARIETY.

.... All Orders Carefully Packed

and Promptly Despatched.

THE FOOT-WEAR OF THE COLDEN ACE

Handicraft Sandals.
HEALTH, COMFORT & DURABILIT1~

Send Stamp for particulars to

ERNEST BURNSTEAD, School Lane, WlGAN.

We give a
Guarantee.

An~wering a correspondent in ,899, we
said: .. \Ve guarantee that NUCOLINE
when it leaves our \vorks is a pure
vegetable fat without any admixture
Or preservative whatever. It is not
possible for any alkaline substance to
be present in the fat when it leaves
our works."

In '903 we said: .. \Ve guarantee
NUCOL'NE to be absolutely pure Cocoa
nut Butter without any admixture
of salt. chemicals, or other matter.
You may have the same tested in aoy
way you may consider fit. -

In r905 we repeat the same guarantee
and make the same offer to any food
reformer. \Ve are prepared now, as
we always have been, to demonstrate
the

Absolute Puritg ofNucoline
\Ve will cheerfully send further partic

ulars and samples to g-enuine enquirers.
Our NUCOLlNEand VEJSU are obtainable
at Vegetariao Depots, the leading Stores
and Grocers.

LODERS & NUCOLINE, Ltd.,
Cairn Mills, Sllvertown, London, E.

Printed for the Proprietor, by \V. J. SOUTHWOOD AND Co., .. Dynamo" \Vorks, Exeter.


